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Abstract

This thesis discusses the sub-problems in discourse segmentation of texts and presents

a latent features approach to improving sentence topic modeling. Both lexical and

semantic features are considered in the modeling. The goal is to find small sets of

essential terms needed in relating the sentence to domain and world knowledge of the

reader.

A hybrid approach using both linguistic resources and localdistributional measures is

used. WordNet is used as a filter and classifier in the processing. First a highly domain-

specific vocabulary is collected from the text by excluding all terms appearing in the

external resources. The vocabulary is then used in finding terms co-occurring with the

highly domain-specific terms.

Semantic relatedness detection is attempted based on localsentence features and exter-

nal resource hierarchical relation discovery. The extracted sentence latent features are

used in constructing a topic signature for each sentence. The relevance of a sentence

to the whole document is determined by categorization.

The resulting relevance model can be used for example in improving document index-

ing and question answering systems. The presented approachin the experimental part

is meant as a proof of concept and the model can be improved by processing a large

number of documents from the same domain.

ACM-classes (ACM Computing Classification System, 1998 version): I.7.2, I.2.7,

I.2.4, I.5.1

Keywords: text summarization, topic signatures, semantic smoothing, topic detection,

context analysis, feature extraction, semantic indexing,text mining, natural language

processing
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1 Introduction

Written natural language does not consist of isolated, unrelated sentences, but instead

from structured and coherent groups of sentences. This is commonly referred to asdis-

course. There are two main types of discourse:monologueanddialogue. Monologues

are unidirectional and characterized by a writer communicating to a reader. This is the

type of discourse where written texts fall into. (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009)

The task of discourse segmentation depends on findingdiscourse markers. Discourse

markers are used in linkingdiscourse segmentslike sentences or clauses and thus defin-

ing cohesion boundaries in the text. A common approach to finding lexicalcohesionis

detectingconnectives, which are fragments of text that are known to signal discourse

structure. These can be cue words or cue phrases like "joining us next is (PERSON)".

Scientific texts, like any strictly factual texts, are expected to have high cohesion. Indi-

cators of high cohesion are that the way textual units are linked together is consistent

and references between discourse segments are unambiguous. Coherence, consistency

in the meaning relation between two units, is another important feature. But detecting

meaning relations requires semantic knowledge. Semanticscan be divided tocontext

knowledgeof the current situation or domain and to broaderworld knowledgeof the

un-written human expectations of how things work and what they are related to. This

is a key difference between human and computer interpretation of a text; humans re-

flect a written sentence to their personal world knowledge and to the domain-specific

knowledge when reading. For a computer to be able to find related terms as well as a

human, it would also need world knowledge to find the underlying relations. And to be

able to select only the important relations for the situation, it would need knowledge

of the current use context.

Terminology and key approaches

In the field of information retrieval (IR), the generic concept of documentstands for

a unit of text indexed and available for retrieval (Jurafskyand Martin, 2009). In prin-

ciple, a document can refer to anything from full text documents to smaller units like

paragraphs and sentences. Acollectionthen refers to a set of documents. Documents

consist of smaller fragments of text, commonly referred to as terms. Terms can refer

to a lexical item (word or detectednamed entity) but also to phrases of text. When cat-

egorizing segments, atopic can be used as a signifier of a segment (Manning, 1998).
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Documents and collections can be searched by constructing and executing aquery.

Named entity recognition is not included in the experimental part of this thesis. Key

terms are summarized in Table 1.

Key term Short description

discourse the whole text, the complex concept being discussed

document a sub-segment of the text (can be a clause, a full sentence, a

paragraph, the entire document)

topic signature a head topic of a document, a set of core terms and their rela-

tions describing the document

discourse marker a detected boundary in the text, marking a change in topic

reference a pointer (usually backward) to another sentence or concept

Table 1: Key terms in discourse segmentation and their shortdescriptions.

Splitting text and detecting the content of the segments mayseem straightforward,

which it is for an educated human being. But from a computer’spoint of view, there

are several unsolved sub-problems. Handling semantics is particularly problematic,

since the words of individual sentences seldom contain all the information needed to

understand the meaning. Scientific texts make the problem even harder, since they have

a highly domain-specific vocabulary and require broad contextual knowledge from the

reader. Common problems are related toreference resolution, which tends to still

require manually annotated data (Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2000). Reference resolution

means solving which entities are referred by which linguistic expressions. There are

two main classes of reference resolution tasks. The first task, pronominal anaphora

resolution, handles single pronoun antecedent references like where in the previous

sentences does the word he/she/it refer to. The second, a lotharder problem, is called

co-reference resolution. It aims at finding all the entity referring expressions in the

given context and grouping them into co-reference chains. An example of co-reference

resolution would be detecting that “vehicle” and “car” refer to the same entity.

Another problem is resolvingcoherence relationsbetween the encountered terms. Sen-

tences in text are considered coherent, when the reader can form a semantic connection

between them (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). For example, a text where first you tell that

a car accident occurred, would be coherent if you continued by giving a cause like the

driver was drunk or the road was icy. A special case of finding coherence from text is
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detectingentity-based coherence. This means looking at not only direct references be-

tween individual terms but first usingnamed entity recognitionalgorithm in extracting

the entities and then finding references to these. An exampleof this would be detecting

that “Bill Clinton” and “president” refer to the same entity.

Hierarchical relations between the terms play a key role in constructing acontext

knowledgemodel from the text. Terms with similar meanings have three hierarchical

levels: higher in the hierarchy (hypernym), lower (hyponym) or on the same level (syn-

onym). A key problem in this type of semantic detection is determining whether the

terms have similar meaning or related meaning. Sometimes synonyms can be seen as

parallel conceptsand how fine-grained distinguishing should be used is readerdepen-

dent. The same word can also have multiple different meanings (polysemy), depending

on the usage context. Finding the right meaning is calledword sense disambiguation

(WSD). These are all problematic for a computer, because, unlike a human interpreting

a text, a computer does not have contextual knowledge orworld knowledgeat hand.

In text summarization, a closely related field to discourse segmentation, there are two

key approaches to text processing. In the traditional approach onlylexical featuresare

taken into account. These can all be computed locally, that is when processing the text

for the first time. Another approach is to take advantage ofstructural features. This

is closer to the human approach, but requires processing thewhole text beforehand,

and is thus computationally more expensive. The use of worldknowledge, reflecting

encountered information to a conceptual model of all thingsknown by the interpreter,

would in turn require even more preprocessing and modeling.No computer-generated,

human world knowledge equivalent conceptual models exist at the time of writing

this thesis. Also many sub-problems of constructing such a model, like co-reference

resolution and semantic role labeling, are still unsolved research problems.

Three layers of linguistic knowledge

Putnam (1975) distinguishes three layers of linguistic knowledge: 1)domain vocab-

ularies, 2) wordnetsand 3)central ontology. The three layers are distinguished ac-

cording to hisprinciple of the division of linguistic labor. Such a division is required

to handle and structure the large quantities of domain vocabulary and its linguistic

diversity.

The Blackwell Dictionary of Western Philosophy (Bunnin andJiyuan, 2004) explains
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the connections of Putnam’s principle tosocial contextanddomain-specific knowledge.

According to it, language is used in a community, and a community is divided into

many subsets. A word in a language may have different meanings and extensions,

depending on its different references and the occasions on which it is used. The expert

speakers may know all facets of the word and be aware of its various distinctions,

but this will not be the case for average speakers. Not all of them can know all the

distinctions or the exact extension. They use the word in theway that is accepted by

the subset of the community to which they belong. By virtue ofthis principle, Putnam

tries to indicate that not every term is a description, and that the extension of each term

is at least partly determined socially rather than in the mind of the individual speaker.� Domain vocabularies:Words collected from the text at hand.� Wordnets:Words and their relations collected from a large corpus of texts.� Central ontology: Mental model of high-level concepts and their relations to

words.

In this thesis the focus is on constructing domain vocabularies and using wordnets as

supporting resource in finding relations between domain words.

Five types of lexical cohesion

Halliday and Hasan (1976) laid the foundation forlexical chainsby studyinglexical

cohesionrelations. They suggested relating words of a text back to the first word to

which they are cohesively tied. They also specified five typesof lexical cohesion, based

on the dependency relationship between the words.� Reiteration with identity of reference:The nurse fetched a clean needle. It looked

sharp, that needle.

(a needle <– that needle)� Reiteration without identity of reference:The doctor looked at his stethoscope.

In his opinion, there could be no better stethoscope.

(his stethoscope <– a stethoscope)� Reiteration by means of superordinate:The nurse picked a fresh needle. She

was comfortable with handling pointy instruments.

(a needle <– pointy instruments)
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� Systematic semantic relation (systematically classifiable): The lines on the floor

leading to surgery were colored red. To the morgue, green.

(red lines <– green lines)� Nonsystematic semantic relation (not systematically classifiable):Jenny was the

most experienced nurse. She was always in charge of new vaccinations.

(nurse <– nurses handle vaccinations)

In the first example there is an identifying reference (referer: that needle) and in my

opinion this type is the easiest to detect algorithmically.The ambiguity of the reference

increases with each example and thus also the complexity of resolving the reference.

The second reference example is also clear in the way that it repeats the earlier en-

countered word. It does not identify a specific target though(referer: a stethoscope).

Resolving the reference in the remaining three examples requires prior knowledge of

the world. In example three, the hierarchical relation between a needle and pointy

instruments needs to be known. In example four, the immediate context needs to be

temporarily constructed (that the second sentence talks about lines and that green is

an attribute value of line). The last example is the hardest,requiring knowledge of

actions and attributes related to the entity being indirectly referred to (nurses handle

vaccinations).

Lexical chains, a segmentation method that uses lexical cohesion, are discussed in

more detail in section 4.2.

Related fields of computer science

Detecting topics from a sentence, like many other complex problems in computer sci-

ence, includes a set of subtasks. There are several sub fieldsof computer science like

computational linguistics, natural language processing,pattern recognition, clustering,

knowledge representation and information extraction to name a few. Some under-

standing of linguistics and statistics is also required. Linguistics provide most of the

terminology used in lexical processing, semantics relatedterms and models mostly

from psychology. Methods from statistics are used in extraction and analysis of text

features.

One of the key fields isnatural language processing(NLP), which provides, for ex-

ample,part-of-speech tagging(POS) anddependency parsing. Most modern NLP

algorithms are based on statistical machine learning. Thismeans that, rather than hand-
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coding a large set of rules, statistical inference is used inlearning such rules. This is

achieved by first analyzing a large corpora of examples and constructing a statistical

model from thistraining set. The learned statistical model is then used in predicting

where in the model a new input would best fit. Many of the tasks in NLP serve as

subtasks that are used to aid in solving larger tasks.

Data mining and information extraction are used in domain acquisition from texts. Data

mining is mostly applied to finding relations from external sources whereas informa-

tion extraction is used for constructing data sources from the text itself. Categorization

and clustering methods are commonly used when grouping textfragments and finding

similarities.

Related work on discovering hierarchical relations

There are many related works on discovering hypernyms from text, most of which

follow the methods of Hearst (1992). Kennedy and Szpakowicz(2007), who worked on

thesaurus data, mention that it is time-consuming to construct a large lexical resource

that would be as trustworthy as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), therefore much work is still

left to be done manually. Hearst (1992) was the first to createhypernym hierarchies

automatically from a corpus.

Nakamura and Nagao (1988) mined dictionaries for relationsalready in the eighties

and included relations other than hypernyms. Jarmasz and Szpakowicz (2003a, 2003b)

have used Roget’s thesaurus in constructing lexical chainsand detecting semantic sim-

ilarity. Later Kennedy and Szpakowicz (2007) worked on disambiguating some of the

hypernym relations in the thesaurus data. bag-of-words approach Agirreet al. (2001)

worked with topic signatures as a tool in enriching WordNet concepts. Their work

was motivated by the lack of topical links among concepts in WordNet. WWW and

sense-tagged corpora were used as a source for finding new relations.

Pantel and Ravichandran (2004) have conducted research on labeling semantic classes

using IS-A relations. Snowet al. (2005) introduced machine learning approaches

in the identification of hypernyms in text. More advanced systems, such as Espresso

(Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006), have been designed to identify also other semantic

relations from text.
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2 Topic extraction subtasks

Discourse segmentationis about splitting a text into smaller segments. Topic detection

for each sentence is a key subtask in discourse segmentation. The task is started by

splitting the source text into segments (for which we want todetect the topics). For

example, splitting a scientific paper (a discourse itself, but a broader one that we are

after) to a set of sentences (collection of documents). For representing the topics,

we need to construct at least onetopic signaturefor each sentence. Topic signatures

contain selected sentence components, their attributes and relations. The signatures can

be improved bysemantic smoothing, by finding related terms from external resources

and including them in the signature. This binds the signature to the underlying broader

context of the text.

2.1 Text segmentation

Manning (1998) describesdiscourse structureas a set of coherent units extracted from

a text, often represented as a discourse structure tree. Theexpected segmentation result

is that coherent units of discourse can be detected and that they will describe a single

event and can thus form a sub-tree of the entire discourse tree.

Text segmentation(also referred to asdiscourse segmentation) is the task of dividing

a text document into cohesive segments by topic (Hollingsworth, 2008). There are

two main approaches to discourse segmentation,linear segmentationandhierarchical

segmentation(Manning, 1998). Figure 1 summarizes the key differences between lin-

ear and hierarchical approaches. In linear segmentation, boundaries are set between

sequential segments of text and the detected segments are not further subdivided. In

hierarchical segmentation, in turn, each detected segmentcan be further divided into

sub-segments and linked to other related segments. Scientific texts always contain

sections and sections contain subsections and the text itself is further divided into para-

graphs. This visual structuring can act as a coarse-graineddiscourse segmentation

(Kawtrakul and Yingsaeree, 2005), where headings and paragraph changes are used as

discourse markers. In this thesis, the focus is on mapping sentences to the underlying

semantic discourse structure. Stark (1988) observed thatreal world text(as opposed to

sequences of computer-generated sentences) is often subdivided into paragraphs more

to achieve a visual layout that aids reading than to indicatea change in the topic under
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discussion.

Text segmentation is needed as a subtask in many computational linguistics tasks, for

example in text summarization and IR. Text segmentation is often the first step in

extractive text summarization(Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997), in which a summary is

constructed by choosing sentences from the text itself. In IR, Salton et al. (1993) have

found that comparing a query against sections and then paragraphs yields more relevant

search results than comparing only against entire documents. Users find it also more

helpful if the relevant paragraph(s) are displayed in the results of their query (Hearst,

1997).

Figure 1: Linear and hierarchical segmentation. Linear segmentation uses only se-

quential boundary markers where hierarchical segmentation attempts to construct a

concept tree. A tree structure is useful in calculating termrelatedness values between

components of different sentences.

Linear approach

A simplification of the linear approach is to say it is just taking a knife and cutting

the text to pieces. Grosz and Sidner (1986) criticize this approach, because within

theoretical work on discourse structure, it is standardly assumed that discourse has a
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hierarchical tree structure. An attempt to induce such hierarchical structure from text

is presented in (Morris and Hirst, 1991).

In empirical work on text segmentation, which attempts to automatically label dis-

course structure, the assumption of hierarchical nature has largely been abandoned,

and discourse structuring is seen as merely a task of linear segmentation. Hearst (1994)

notes that the hierarchical view of discourse is standard, but suggests that a linear seg-

mentation is sufficient for some domains of interest. Examples of these include finding

segments for use in WSD and limiting search and returning context in IR systems.

Hierarchical approach

The hierarchical approach is much harder than the linear approach, since it requires

identifying non-sequential relations. This is difficult and time-consuming even for

human annotators (Passonneau and Litman, 1993). Passonneau and Litman mention

also that non-linear segmentation is impractical for naivesubjects in discourses longer

than 200 words. Although some tasks in text segmentation canbe performed with the

simpler linear approach, others like co-reference resolution depend completely on the

recognition of hierarchical discourse structure (Manning, 1998).

The two basic techniques that have been used for segmentation arecue phrases(Grosz

and Sidner, 1986; Passonneau and Litman, 1993) andlexical cohesion(Morris and

Hirst, 1991; Hearst, 1994).True cue phrases(such as "for example" or "basically") are

valuable in processing both spoken and written discourse. Manning (1998) states that

cue phrases are not much use in segmenting naive texts like housing advertisements,

but still certain elements such as suburbs and prices could be used as generalized cue

phrases.

Lexical chains in text segmentation

Morris and Hirst (1991) were the first ones to use lexical chains for discourse seg-

mentation. This approach has since become a standard application of lexical chains.

Lexical chains consist of semantically related words, eachchain corresponds to a theme

or topic (or a set thereof) in the text (Morris and Hirst, 1991). Figure 2 explains the use

of lexical chain overlap in merging chains.

The chains have beginning points and ending points, which mark thechain boundaries

of that chain. Lexical chains provide at least the followingthree useful cues. These
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Figure 2: Lexical chain overlap. New chains start from the new terms, which alone can-

not be connected to existing chains. By merging new chains toexisting chains, longer

chains can be produced and thus a more coarse-grained topic segmentation achieved.

cues can help in detecting positions at which there are shifts in topic, representingtopic

boundaries.� Chain beginning points:A significant number of chains beginning at a point in

text probably indicates the emergence of some new topic(s).� Chain ending points:A significant number of chains ending at a point in text

probably means that certain topics are not discussed henceforth in the text.� Low number of chain points:Points where the number of chains beginning or

ending is not significant probably represent a continuationin the discussion of

some topic(s).

2.2 Topic signatures

Topic signaturesare sets of related words, with associated weights, organized around

head topics. Head topics are much like headings in text, a few keywords describing

the contained text. Once a text has been split into segments,each segment should

contain only words that are related. Based on the contained words and their relations

the segment can be named. In linear segmentation, words fromsequential sentences

form sets of related words, whereas in hierarchical segmentation the sets are sub-trees

of the whole discourse tree.

Topic signatures are a useful tool in automated text summarization. They can be used

to identify the presence of acomplex concept- a concept that consists of severalrelated

componentsin fixed relationships(Lin and Hovy, 2000).Restaurant-visit, for
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example, involves at least the conceptsmenu, eat, pay, and possiblywaiter. Only

when sufficiently many of the concepts co-occur, one can infer the complex concept;

eating or paying alone are not sufficient. The presented example does not yet consider

the interrelationships among the component concepts, which is an important context

distinguishing factor in topic signature inference. Lin and Hovy (2000) point out that

many texts describe all the components of a complex concept without ever explicitly

mentioning theunderlying complex concept, a topic itself. Because of this, systems

that have to identify topics require a method of inferring complex concepts from their

component words in the text.

Defining topic boundaries

A naive approach to defining topic boundaries in text is extracting them only from the

structure of text. However, a single sentence or paragraph rarely contains the entire

discussion on one topic. For example, in this section, we have written several para-

graphs about topic signatures and will return to their practical detection aspects in the

later sections. A broader perspective is needed in defining topics and their boundaries.

The two common approaches to detecting topic boundaries arethe dynamictracking

approachand the staticcontext approach. Hearst (1994) describes the tracking ap-

proach as a relatively large set of active themes that changesimultaneously. Kozima

(1993), in turn, suggests visualizing the context approachas a scene in a movie which

describes the same objects in the same situation. Which approach to choose depends

on what the desired segments are. Figure 3 gives an example ofthe tracking approach

and Figure 4 of the context approach. Beefermanet al. (1997) state that much of

the existing literature on text segmentation is somewhat vague in defining the desired

segments. They adopt the empirical definition that a segmentboundary is the article

boundaries between news reports in newswire corpora. In segmenting scientific papers,

this would mean that the entire paper defines the topic. Our goal is to find much more

fine-grained subtopics from within a paper.

Using lexical cohesion works well in news reports domain, because successive stories

are almost always about completely different topics. This contrasts with the actual

formatting of a newspaper, where stories on the same topic are normally grouped.

With scientific papers, each individual paper should also bedistinguishably different,

having its own contribution, from the other papers in the same domain. And there is a

similarity in grouping as well; a list of conference papers tends to contain papers from
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Figure 3: Tracking approach to detecting topic boundaries.The idea is to iterate

through sentences and try to map sentence terms to an active theme. When this cannot

be done, mark theme changes.

Figure 4: Context approach to detecting topic boundaries. The idea is to construct an

independent context frame for each sentence and then iterate the frames to detect topic

changes.

the same special interest group. There is, in fact, a tendency of this type of grouping in

most text collections, which leads us to the problem of greatlexical cohesion between

independent texts appearing together. Beeferman (1997) gives an example of days

when big news stories covering the entire front page may be devoted to one topic, but

will contain multiple articles. Such circumstances cause great lexical cohesion between

the individual articles on the page, but the articles emphasize different aspects of the

same event and thus represent different “movie scenes” (Kozima, 1993). Similarly,

within real estate ads, every ad talks about bedrooms, garages, locations and prices.

There is great lexical cohesion throughout the entire real-estate section, but we still
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wish to segment it into smaller, unique descriptions of eachproperty.

Naming a topic

Why is naming a topic, giving it a signature, important in text segmentation? Consider

unnamed topics, which do not have an easily referable, comparable or searchable sig-

nature. How would we construct a model from them without the ability to refer back to

already detected concepts? There are three main approachesto naming a text topic: 1)

using one of the contained terms 2) detecting the nearest common higher level concept

and 3) constructing a name from the component concepts.� Contained term:Selecting the highest ranked or most frequent contained term

as the signature name. Requires weighting the terms.� Nearest hypernym:Selecting the nearest hypernym of the highest ranked or most

frequent contained term. Requires an external source of hypernyms like a the-

saurus or wordnet.� Constructed name:Finding several key terms and finding a way to combine

them. Possible combining strategies include finding an example use, a template

use case, where the terms occur together. Another approach is constructing a

grammatically acceptable signature name based on the partsof speech of the

terms, or when POS is not available, their order of appearance in the source text.

One of the key characteristics of a signature name is that a similar name should be

derivable from the terms and relations belonging to the signature. The reason for con-

structing signature names is to be able to compare them to other signatures and to give

a common name for the contained group of concepts. An exampleof a named un-

derlying concept is given in Figure 5. When constructing signature names only from

terms in the source text, there is a risk ofoverspecification, the signature becoming too

bound to the appearance context. This reduces comparability to signatures describing

the same concept, but which have been constructed from similar terms of another text.

The opposite of overspecification isunderspecification, a situation when an occurrence

of terms results in a too generalized signature name.

Topic signatures in text segmentation

The central idea of systems based on lexical cohesion (Morris and Hirst, 1991) is that
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Figure 5: A named underlying high level concept, the component concepts and the

source text.

if the text continues to use similar words, then it is probably still talking about the

same topic. It is important to note the difference between detectingsimilar wordsand

searchingrelated words. This type of simple looking for repeated words is insufficient,

because describing the underlying concepts to a reader already familiar with the gen-

eral topic does not require mentioning any of the higher level concepts of the current

discourse. Most systems, such as (Morris and Hirst, 1991), use thesauri or semantic

nets to enable evaluating cohesion at a semantic level, rather than at a lexical level.

For hierarchical topic modeling, hierarchical synonyms ofwords can be found with

the help of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).

General lexical cohesion will pick out a large unit on a certain topic, whereas in many

cases one wants to separate out smaller units within that topic. The heuristic of group-

ing segments that are lexically or semantically similar is opposed to the most common

heuristic for segmentation in information extraction (IE)systems. A common approach

in IE systems is to extract individual slots and fillers, as shown in Table 2, and then to

merge information into frames (Manning, 1998). This is based on using the high level

heuristic that one merges information unless it is contradictory. For example, having

extracted a place followed by a date, then one combines them as two components of

information about one event. On the other hand, if one has extracted two places in turn,

then they probably describe different events. This heuristic involves seeingsemanti-

cally cohesive wordsas an indicator of a different event rather than a continuation of

the same topic.
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In many cases simply linking two words or sentences as related is not enough. There

is a need to specify the type of relation and possibly define contextual restrictions to it.

Specifying the relation type can be done as an attribute of the relation, but binding the

relation to a context, to multiple other concepts and their relations, requires a different

approach. Unlike most other text segmentation work, Beefermanet al. (1997) have

modeled bothattractionandrepulsionbetween words as relation attributes, and their

model can therefore generalize over both these intuitions.Attraction and repulsion

attributes can be thought of as collections of categorized and weighted factors con-

tributing to positive or negative correlation. This approach enables postponing total

relation weight calculation and makes it possible to sort orfilter the factors according

to their importance to the context at hand.

2.3 Semantic smoothing

A common method ofclusteringtext documents is abag-of-words approach, where

each document is represented as a list of words or phrases, aword vector. A weakness

of the bag-of-words approach is losing the occurrence orderof words. Too common

words, like articles (“a”,“the”) and conjunctions (“and”,“or”), are often filtered out

with stop word lists. The key words of a domain can then be calculated by collecting

word vectors from different documents. A matrix of documents and terms with term

occurrence counts as values can be constructed in order to detect documents with sim-

ilar sets of terms. This is known as the vector space model. A later improvement to the

model is latent semantic indexing (Deerwesteret al., 1988).

A document is often full of domain-independent general words, like “approach” and

Role slots Role slot content examples

subject: verb: ob-

ject:

“Semantic smoothing improves topic signatures.” (semantic

smoothing)-(improves)-(topic signatures)

resource: metadata

field: metadata con-

tent:

“(Zhou et al., 2007)” (this document)-(refersTo)-(other doc-

ument)

Table 2: Syntactic role slots and filler examples. Triples are an example of simple slots,

which can express source, relation and target.
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“result”, and short of domain-specific core words. Zhanget al. (2006) explain that this

makes document clustering challenging, because the lack ofdistinct terms results in

more similartraining setsthan with documents containing specific terms. Fortunately,

general words are not a big problem with scientific texts, since they include a lot of

highly domain-specific terms. The greater problem with a scientific text, from a topic

modeling point of view, is that a writer expects some (often significant) domain-specific

knowledge from the reader. This means that many common concepts in the domain are

not explained or even mentioned in the text.

Since a text does not contain all the terms needed to minimally describe the underlying

broader context, finding terms and relations from external resources is required to fill

the gap. This can be done by enriching each training set (terms collected from a doc-

ument) by adding related terms collected from external resources like WordNet to that

training set. Also attributes for the related terms can be calculated, for term weighting

purposes, like a semantic relatedness value to the documentterms. Document cluster-

ing experiments by, for example, Zhanget al. (2006) show that model-based clustering

approach withsemantic smoothingimproves cluster quality.

Semantic smoothing, incorporating synonym and sense information into the training

sets, is an effective way to improve retrieval performance (Zhou et al., 2007). Zhou

et al. (2007) mention that earlier semantic smoothing models suchas the transla-

tion model have shown good experimental results. Atranslation modelmeans map-

ping terms to either synonymous or similar terms. Translation models are, unfortu-

nately, unable to incorporate contextual information. Zhou et al. (2007) proposed a

context-sensitive semantic smoothing method that decomposes a document into a set

of weighted context-sensitive topic signatures. This typeof signatures can then be

used in IR tasks, for example in mapping the signatures into query terms supplied by

the user.

In the experimental part of this thesis, semantic smoothingis applied to sentence topic

signatures. A simple topic signature can consist of a set of words from one sentence.

When an external resource is available, this set can be enriched with detected related

words from that resource. A weight can be calculated for the signature, with the help

of a collecteddomain vocabulary, for example to approximate how much contribution

the sentence contains. Zhouet al. (2007) used pre-defined context centroids and ex-

pectation maximization (EM) algorithm in clustering the topic signatures to contexts.

When incorporating context information with calculated attributes to the signature, a
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more complex data structure than just a word list is needed. One approach to improving

the signature is structuring it to hold verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs in separate

subsets or a matrix of terms and their attributes. Having part-of-speech information

available for each term eases semantic distance calculations with thesaurus resources,

like WordNet.

Semantic smoothing is an important step in improving signature quality. Modeling

semantic cohesionfrom only the written words of a scientific text is, intuitively, seldom

possible. Having context and world knowledge (similar and related terms) available

when detecting context has been shown to improve model quality (Boyd-Graber et al.,

2007). Table 3 gives examples of four common semantic binding types.

Binding type Examples

state "frozen cooler water" and "running engine" refer to the internal

state of a car

action "driving on a highway" and "stopping to refuel" refer to direct

actions related to a car

event "overtaking a truck" and "getting a speeding ticket" refer to situa-

tional events related to driving a car

temporal "I bought it ten years ago" is a temporal expression and "a two

hour drive in rush hour" refers to a temporal event

Table 3: Modeling semantic cohesiveness with bindings to context. The idea is to add

attribute slots (like state, action, event and temporal) tothe topic signature template.

While processing each sentence, try to find context terms to fill the slots.

2.4 Chaining the subtasks together

The goal of the experimental part of this thesis is to find essential, domain-specific

content from a scientific text. The method to achieve this consists of pre-processing

the text with NLP tools, calculating domain specificity and semantic relatedness values

for sentences and finally constructing an extractive summary of the text. Additionally,

the intermediate steps of the algorithm produce data which could be used in labeling

and indexing the whole document.

The following list contains algorithm phases related to topic signature construction.
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The whole algorithm is described in more detail in Section 5.� Split text to sentences:Construct the segments for which topic signatures will be

generated.� Pre-process with NLP tools:Extract words from sentences, use POS and lemma-

tization to improve comparability of words.� Enrich common words:Fetch direct hypernyms for each sentence word from

WordNet and add them to sentence word vector.
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3 Extracting semantic features from text

3.1 Natural Language Processing

Sentence topic modeling depends heavily on the most common tasks in NLP. NLP

provides methods to, for example, splitting the text to sentences and words (sentence

segmentation), POS, dependency parsing and lemmatization. Many of the tasks in

NLP serve as subtasks that are used to aid in solving larger tasks. In the following,

we discuss the steps in NLP in their pre-requisite order. Segmentation is needed before

tagging can be performed, tagging individual words is needed before parsing the whole

sentence or lemmatizing a word to the correct root form becomes possible.

Sentence segmentation

Sentence segmentationrefers to dividing a text into its component sentences. In En-

glish and some other languages, using punctuation (. ? !) is a reasonable approx-

imation. However, even in English this is not trivial due to the use of the full stop

character (.) for abbreviations, which may or may not terminate a sentence. An exam-

ple of non-terminating dot is “... as he arrived. Dr. Jones participated ...”, where “Dr.”

is not its own sentence. A precompiled abbreviations map canhelp prevent incorrect

assignment of sentence boundaries.

Splitting a text into sentences is the simplest form of sentence topic modeling. This is

done by assigning a unique, unnamed topic to each sentence. Unfortunately, this does

not result in a connected sentence topics model, because it ignores all relational infor-

mation, like references between sentences and same terms used in different sentences.

However, splitting a text into sentences, is a good startingpoint for categorizationor

clustering, of which categorization is used in the case study. Extracting words of all

sentences takes us one step closer to useful topic modeling.A simple distributional

context approach is to use the words in nearby sentences as such in constructing a

context vectorfor the sentence.

An example of sentence word vectorswith sentences, word vectors and

enriched word vectors.

S1: Purpose of use is detected with cue words like with.
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S2: Detecting cue words helps in finding causality relations.

Word vectors

S1: [ purpose, use, be, detect, cue, word ]

S2: [ detect, cue, word, help, find, relation ]

Enriched word vectors

S1: [ purpose, use, be, detect, cue, word,

goal, find, discover, clue, evidence ]

S2: [ detect, cue, word, help, find, relation,

observe, find, discover, clue, evidence ]

Sentence word vectors can be enriched with related words detected from external re-

sources like WordNet. A common approach is to add close hypernyms (more general

concepts) to sentence word vector. After enriching the wordvector, parts of the sen-

tence content, for example “detect cue word”, can be expressed with paraphrases like

“find evidence”, “discover evidence”.

At least some of the following NLP methods are needed for extracting the hidden

features of the words and sentences. Depending on the type ofinformation that the

methods process, this is calledlexical topic modelingor semantic topic modeling.

3.1.1 Part-Of-Speech Tagging

In corpus linguistics, part-of-speech tagging, also knownasgrammatical taggingor

word-category disambiguation, is the process of marking up the words in a text (cor-

pus) as corresponding to a particular part of speech. This isdone based on both its

definition, as well as its context, i.e. relationship with adjacent and related words in a

phrase, sentence, or paragraph. A simplified form of this is commonly taught to school-

age children, in the identification of words as nouns, verbs,adjectives, adverbs, etc. In

computational linguistics, POS tagging is done using algorithms which associate dis-

crete terms, as well as hidden parts of speech, in accordancewith a set of descriptive

tags (Manning and Shutze, 1999).

An example POS result, where tags starting with “V” mean verb and tags

starting with “N” mean noun. (from Stanford POS Tagger)
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Purpose of use is detected with cue words like with.

Purpose/NNP of/IN use/NN is/VBZ detected/VBN with/IN

cue/NN words/NNS like/IN with/IN ./.

POS tagging can be used as such in helping sentence topic modeling. Since the same

words can have multiple senses, knowing the part of speech ofa word can be used in

limiting the possible senses to only those appearing with the detected POS. Borrowing

an approach fromdistributional word sense disambiguation, a sentence context vector

can be generated from the nearby words and their POS tags and the POS-limited set of

known word senses. POS also enables constructing multiple contexts for the sentence,

one containing only actions (verb), another for subjects, objects and related entities

(nouns) and one even for descriptive words appearing nearby(adjectives).

3.1.2 Dependency Parsing

A natural languageparseris a program that works out the grammatical structure of sen-

tences, for instance, which groups of words go together (as "phrases") and which words

are the subject or object of a verb.Probabilistic parsersuse knowledge of language

gained from hand-parsed sentences, with the goal of producing the most likely analy-

sis of new sentences. These statistical parsers still make some mistakes, but commonly

work rather well. State-of-the-art Stanford parser has an accuracy of over 90 percent

(Klein and Manning, 2003). Their development was one of the biggest breakthroughs

in NLP in the 1990s.

The Stanford lexicalized probabilistic parser, used in ourScientific Writing Assistant

project (SWAN, http://cs.uef.fi/swan/) and the related experimental part of this thesis,

implements a factored product model, with separate probabilistic context-free gram-

mar (PCFG) phrase structure and lexical dependency experts, whose preferences are

combined by efficient exact inference, using anA* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968). The

software can also be used simply as an unlexicalized stochastic context-free grammar

parser. Either of these yields a good performance statistical parsing system: "We’ve

parsed at a rate of about 1,000,000 sentences a day by distributing the work over 6 dual

core processor machines." (Klein and Manning, 2003).

An example parse resultwith noun phrases “purpose of use” and “cue
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words” detected. (from Stanford Parser)

Purpose of use is detected with cue words like with.

(ROOT

(S

(NP

(NP (NNP Purpose))

(PP (IN of)

(NP (NN use))))

(VP (VBZ is)

(VP (VBN detected)

(PP (IN with)

(NP (NN cue) (NNS words)))

(PP (IN like)

(PP (IN with)))))

(. .)))

Parsing provides useful information for topic modeling. Especially the grammatical

roles of words appearing around a verb are helpful. For example, constructing subject-

verb-object sequences (triples) for each sentence. Parsing also provides groupings to

noun phrases and verb phrases. This reveals the deeper hidden structures of sentences

and enables for example entity recognition.

3.1.3 Lemmatization

A lemmain morphology is the canonical form of alexeme. Lexeme, in this context,

refers to the set of all the forms that have the same meaning, and lemma refers to the

particular form that is chosen by convention to represent the lexeme. In lexicography,

this unit is usually also the citation form or headword by which it is indexed, in other

words the word under which a set of related dictionary entries appear. Lemmas have

special significance in highly inflected languages, where for example the use of post-

positions varies the word forms. The process of determiningthe lemma for a given

word is called lemmatization.
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An example of lemmatization. The difference between stemming and

lemmatization is that stemming is strict string matching which cuts pre-

defined word endings whereas lemmatization aims at finding the dictionary

form of a word. (from MorphAdorner English Lemmatizer)

Word: relation

Lemma: relation

Porter stem: relat

Lancaster stem: rel

From the topic modeling point of view, lemmatization enables storing the words in their

shorter root form. This makes comparisons between different instances of the same

word easier to implement. Without lemmatization,edit distancebetween instances of

the same word would have to be calculated. The edit distance between two strings of

characters is the number of operations required to transform one of them into the other.

Having the same word written differently results in the wordinstances always having

an edit distance greater than zero. For detecting sentence topics, we want same words

occurring in different sentences to be detected as accurately as possible. For entire

document indexing, on the other hand, this would be of lesserimportance.

3.1.4 Word Sense Disambiguation and topic modeling

Many words have multiple meanings. The process of identifying the sense of a word

in a particular context is known as word sense disambiguation. WSD is an important

task in NLP, and is a key component in, for instance, machine translation and IR.

An example of word sensesfor one word. The example contains four

senses of the word “detection”. (from WordNet)

* S: (n) detection, sensing

(the perception that something has occurred ...)

"early detection can often lead to a cure"

* S: (n) detection, catching, espial, spying, spotting
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(the act of detecting something; catching sight ...)

* S: (n) signal detection, detection

(the detection that a signal is being received)

* S: (n) detection, detecting, detective work, sleuthing

(a police investigation to determine the perpetrator)

"detection is hard on the feet"

Recently researchers have experimented with topic models (Cai et al., 2007) for sense

disambiguation and induction.Topic modelsare generative probabilistic models of text

corpora in which each document is modeled as a mixture over (latent) topics, which

are in turn represented by a distribution over words. Approaches using topic models

for WSD either embed topic features in a supervised model (Cai et al., 2007) or rely

heavily on the structure of hierarchical lexicons such as WordNet (Boyd-Graber et al.,

2007).

One of the main goals of this thesis is to apply topic modelingtechniques from WSD to

discourse segmentation, specifically to sentence topic modeling. There are also many

other advanced NLP techniques, likenamed entity recognition(NER) andsemantic

role labeling(SRL), which might also be applied to discourse segmentation. But at-

tempting to develop algorithms also for these entire sub fields of NLP is out of the

scope of this one thesis.

3.2 Resources for computing domain specificity and semanticre-

latedness

There are four types of lexical resources for computingsemantic distance. A common

approach is to compute semantic distance from the lexicographers’ judgments that are

implicit in dictionaries, thesauri, semantic nets and WordNets (Fellbaum, 1998) or

FrameNet (Fillmore et. al, 2010).

3.2.1 Dictionaries and thesauri

A thesaurus helps to find a word that is wanted and a dictionarydefines it. One of

the commonly used dictionaries is theLongman Dictionary of Contemporary English,
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which is available also online (http://www.ldoceonline.com/). It consists of headwords

and has it’s own defining vocabulary. In general, dictionaries are described as closed

paraphrasingsystems of natural language, which means restatement of a text or it’s

semantic content using other words. A paraphrase typicallyexplains or clarifies the

text that is being paraphrased.

Dictionaries

One of the dictionary-based approaches to computing semantic distance includes the

so-called Kozima and Furugori’sspreading activation algorithm(Kozima and Furu-

gori, 1993). The idea, in brief, is to create a node for every headword and link this

node to the nodes corresponding to all the headwords in its definition. When a word is

encountered, it triggers processing of that words’ dictionary relations as well. Kozima

and Ito have later improved this algorithm by introducing adaptive scaling (Kozima

and Ito, 1997). The difference of these two approaches is to treat context-free (static)

and context-sensitive (dynamic) distances differently. Acharacteristic of such straight-

forward dictionary approaches is to ignore the context and focus on direct mappings

between words. When context is considered, the perceived distance changes with the

observed context. Associations constructed from the dictionary usually have a direc-

tion in the mapping (engine is part of a car and bus is a type of vehicle). It is difficult

for a computer to detect hierarchical relation from a textual dictionary definition unless

it is explicitly given (Kozima and Furugori, 1993).

Thesauri

In a thesaurus, words are grouped by meaning and semantic distance. In a dictionary

the entries are independent, whereas in a thesaurus all entries belong to at least one

category and thus have relations to other entries. The idea of thesauri was invented

by Peter Mark Roget and a first english thesaurus was published in 1852. Thesauri

were originally intended as a memory-aid for writers in helping with finding the most

appropriate word. The structure inRoget’s Thesaurusfrom 1911 is to classify all

words into approximately 1000 categories. In a thesaurus, aword may appear in more

than one category due to words having multiple senses and thefact that there can be

different perspectives on a single sense. Each thesaurus category is in turn divided into

smaller groups of closely related words. Adjacent categories are often an indication

of antonymous content. Table 4 contains category relation examples from Roget’s

thesaurus.
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A thesaurus simply groups some related words, but does not specify the relationships.

Thus, some of the words marked as related may not be contextually or semantically

close. Thesaurus-based approach by Morris and Hirst (1991)is to define unnamed

relationships based on structure of thesaurus, for examplein-same-category-as and

in-adjacent-category-to. Words are considered to be close, if they are in the same

category or in categories that are related through index entries or cross-references.

Figure 6 is a content example Roget’s thesaurus with all hierarchical categories for

word posteriority.

Related terms Relation description

wife-married both in same category

car-drive category of car has cross-reference to category of drive

brutal-terrified both are in categories with the same cross-reference to a third

category

Table 4: Examples of thesaurus relations. (from Roget’s thesaurus)

Figure 6: A content example for word “posteriority” in Roget’s thesaurus.

The experimental part of this thesis contains code for usingRoget’s Thesaurus as one

of the lexical resources in finding hierarchical relations between terms. Roget’s The-

saurus has been implemented in Java as an Electronic LexicalKnowledge Base (Jar-

masz and Szpakowicz, 2001). An 8-level hierarchy for grouping words and phrases
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in the thesaurus induces a measure of semantic distance between words and phrases

(Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003a). A distance is calculated as the length of the short-

est path through the hierarchy between two given terms. A score reflects the level at

which both words and phrases appear. Table 5 lists the fixed distances of the Jarmasz

and Szpakowicz semantic distance calculation.

Semantic

distance

Term comparison condition

based on Roget’s categories

Example of category level

0 the same Semicolon Group succession, sequence;

2 the same Paragraph (types of U.S. coins) penny, cent

4 the same Part of Speech Nouns

6 the same Head Posteriority

8 the same Head Group Time with reference to succession

10 the same Sub-Section 2. RELATIVE TIME

12 the same Section VI. TIME

14 the same Class I. WORDS EXPRESSING AB-

STRACT RELATIONS

16 different Classes or not foundpenny, posteriority

Table 5: The Jarmasz and Szpakowicz semantic distance values and Roget’s thesaurus

categories. The Semicolon Group contains the most closely related terms, while the

Class is the broadest category.

3.2.2 WordNet

The originalWordNetis a large lexical database of English. It was developed under the

direction of George A. Miller in Princeton University. The development started already

in the late 1980’s and versions of WordNet have since been developed for many other

languages by many research groups (Miller, 1990; Fellbaum,1998).

In WordNet nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are groupedinto so-calledsynsets,

sets of cognitive synonyms, each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are the key

building blocks of WordNet and they are interlinked by both conceptual-semantic and

lexical relations. A word appears in one synset for each of its senses. Each synset has

also agloss(definition) and possibly some example use cases of the contained words.
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The linking results in a navigable network of meaningfully related words and concepts.

WordNet’s structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and NLP.

An example of WordNet structure:

dog, domestic dog, Canis familiaris

=> canine, canid

=> carnivore

=> placental, placental mammal, eutherian, ...

=> mammal

=> vertebrate, craniate

=> chordate

=> animal, animate being, beast, ...

=> ...

In WordNet each synset is connected by the so-called IS-A relation to itshypernyms

(more general concepts) andhyponyms(more detailed concepts), see Table 6. The

IS-A relationship forms a set of trees in WordNet, in other wordsa set of hierarchies

or taxonomies. The maximum depth of a synset is limited to 16 and multiple inheri-

tance (same word belonging the multiple hierarchies) is allowed. WordNet can be used

simply as a synonym hierarchy tree, but taking advantage of the provided additional

relationships makes it a network. Examples of such relations areantonymy(oppo-

site meaning),meronymy(is part of) andholonymy(has as part). A later developed

project called EuroWordNet has many additional semantic relations and refinement

of meronymy. The original idea behind EuroWordNet is to map meanings between

different (european) languages.

The experimental part of this thesis uses WordNet as one of the lexical resources in

finding hierarchical relations between terms.

3.2.3 FrameNet

FrameNetis an on-going project based onsemantic frames, currently in its third re-

lease. A semantic frame can be thought of as a concept with a script. It is used to de-

scribe an object, state or event. The FrameNet lexical database contains around 10,000
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Relation type Examples

Synonymy or near-synonymy mistake-error, command-order, enemy-foe

(appear in same line in synset)

Subsumption hypernymy/hyponymyapple-fruit, fruit-banana (appear in same

synset hierarchy)

Meronymy and holonymy engine-car, player-team, tree-forest, brick-

house (PART-OF, HAS-A)

Antonymy tall-short, big-small (COMPLEMENT-OF)

Table 6: Examples of WordNet relations.

lexical units (a pairing of a word with a meaning; polysemouswords are represented

by several lexical units), 800 semantic frames and over 120,000 example sentences

(Fillmore et. al, 2010). FrameNet is a project similar to WordNet. It consists of a lexi-

con which is based on human annotation of over 100,000 sentences with their semantic

properties. The unit in focus is the semantic frame, a type ofstate or event together

with the properties associated with it.

Note that FrameNet is not anontology, a complete conceptual model of the world,

instead it is an attempt to create semantic frames. Such frames contain a limited set of

other concepts related to the concept at hand. Semantic frames make it possible to make

general statements about the semantic-syntactic behaviorof groups of lexical units,

rather than one at a time. FrameNet contains more than 1000 frames and the developers

have defined, with computer-aided annotation, a rich structure of relations between

them (Table 7). The relation mappings partially form an inheritance hierarchy. The

upper frames in that hierarchy resemble some of the upper nodes in existing ontologies.

The goal of FrameNet, however, is to fully represent the linguistic facts, rather than to

exhaustively categorize the entities and events in the world. FrameNet developers have

created a set of semantic types which are applied to frames, frame elements, and lexical

units.

A lexical unit(LU) is used in pairing a word with a meaning. Words can have multiple

senses i.e. meanings in different contexts. Each sense of a polysemous word belongs to

a different semantic frame, a script-like conceptual structure that describes a particular

type of situation, object, or event along with its participants and props. For example,

in the Apply_heat frame (Table 8), the Cookframe element(FE) has the semantic type
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A Cookapplies heat toFood, where theTemperature_settingof the heat andDura-

tion of application may be specified. AHeating_instrument, generally indicated by

a locative phrase, may also be expressed. Some cooking methods involve the use

of a Medium(e.g. milk or water) by which heat is transferred to theFood. A less

semantically prominentFoodor Cookis markedCo_participant.

Table 7: Description data from a FrameNet frame Apply_heat.

"Sentient", the Container, the semantic type "Container" and the Heating_instrument,

"Physical_entity". Some of the categories are rather broad, but the idea is that they can

help a semantic parser pick out the right pieces of a sentenceto label with these FEs.

Core frame element Semantic type

Container Container

Cook Sentient

Food

Heating_instrument Physical_entity

Temperature_settingTemperature

Table 8: Core frame elements of frame Apply_heat.

In addition to the core frame elements,non-core frame elementshave been defined for

the frame Apply_heat. In the example, in Table 9, the FEs Medium and Co_participant

are non-core FEs. All others are semantically essential, core parts related to applying

heat.

Cook Apply_heat Food Medium Heating_instrument Co_participant

Sally fried an egg in butter

Sally fried an egg in a teflon pan

Ellen fried the eggs with chopped garlic

Table 9: Examples of frame elements related to Apply_heat.

The FrameNet frames and thus the Frame Elements and Lexical Units associated with

them, are intended to be situated in semantic space by means of frame-to-frame rela-

tions and semantic types. The relations used in FrameNet include Inheritance, Sub-
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frame, Causative_of , Inchoative_of , and Using. Table 10 presents an example of

frame to frame relations from the Apply_heat frame.

Relation type Relations of frame Apply_heat

Inherits from: Activity, Intentionally_affect

Is Used by: Cooking_creation

Is Causative of: Absorb_heat

Table 10: Frame-frame Relations for frame Apply_heat.

From the sentence topic modeling point of view, WordNet provides lexical hierarchi-

cal relations and FrameNet provides semantic hierarchicalrelations. The FrameNet

relation types in table 11 include for example causative andtemporal relations. The

relations in FrameNet exist between frames (collections ofrelated concepts), whereas

the WordNet relations exist between synsets (near synonymous words).

Relation Sub Super

Inheritance Child Parent

Perspective on Perspectivized Neutral

Subframe Component Complex

Precedes Later Earlier

Inchoative of Inchoative State

Causative of Causative Inchoative/State

Using Child Parent

See also Referring Entry Main Entry

Table 11: Types of Frame-frame relations, from (Fillmore et. al, 2010).

3.2.4 Ontologies

There are many existing ontologies and knowledge bases which aim at modeling the

general concepts of the world around us. These are called upper ontologies or world

ontologies. A more domain or context oriented approach is the use of frames in map-

ping object properties and contextual co-occurrence. Thiscontextual approach was

discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3. The existence of broad coverage public re-
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sources, like Wikipedia and Wiktionary, has encouraged researchers to attempt semi-

automatically constructing such ontologies.

One of the problems with ontologies is that an ontological entity is a surrogatefor the

thing itself in the real world. A surrogate is a description,often just a name perhaps

enriched with a few properties, instead of the “real entity”in the real world or the

conceptual model of the real entity in your head. This is due to the fact that defining

the “real entity” is difficult.

The word “bicycle” is a surrogate for a transportation device. But what

does the surrogate describe? My bicycle, an instance of bicycle, the con-

cept of bicycle, ...

How accurate can a surrogate become, if we add properties to it? In theory it is possible

to add all meaningful properties to a surrogate, but in practice using as high fidelity as

possible in the description is problematic.

My “bicycle” is green and has received good maintenance. Buthow did I

perform the maintenance? Should I mention that I opened and lubricated

all moving parts? Which moving parts, all bolts and screws too?

Comprehensively describing a concept with all its properties, relations and contextual

connections is next to impossible. This is because a generaldescription of a concept is

always an approximation and a compromise. An approximation, because no common

description exists which would fit all situations where a bicycle needs to be mentioned.

A compromise, because you cannot or need not tell everythingrelated every time you

talk about a bicycle. Thus you can describe a bicycle based onyour personal conceptual

model, but the reader will interpret your message with his own conceptual model.

The experimental part of this thesis does not extend to artificial intelligence, which

would mean attempting to interpret all ontological relations. Instead the focus, in use

of external resources, is on finding simple hierarchical relations and other words from

the same context.
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4 Relevance and semantic relatedness measures

Relevanceis defined as how connected or applicable something is to a given matter.

Philosophically, a thing is relevant if it serves as a means to a given purpose, in other

words, a sentence is relevant to a domain when it’s content describes or discusses the

underlying whole text context. Sentence relevance can be indicated, for example, by

collecting a domain vocabulary and matching sentence wordsto the vocabulary.

In the experimental part of this thesis, relevance measuring is used in finding key sen-

tences of a text. In a text, many sentences contain similar orrelated content and thus a

semantic relatedness measure is used in ranking the sentences with related content.

4.1 Domain vocabularies as relevance measures

A domain vocabularyis the set of words within a language that are specific to a given

domain, for example, the terminology used in computer science. In human language

learning, a vocabulary usually grows and evolves with time,and serves as a useful and

fundamental tool for communication and acquiring knowledge. Acquiring an exten-

sive domain vocabulary is one of the difficulties in using a vocabulary as a relevance

measure.

Extensive domain vocabularies can be collected by finding keywords from large text

corpora. This would result in a reliable vocabulary, but collecting one is a time-

consuming task. In the experimental part of this thesis, a more economical approach

of collecting domain vocabulary from a text is studied. Rather than finding the most

common keywords from corpuses of given domain, we adopt the opposite approach.

That is, we detect domain keywords by theirlack of presencein a 150 000 common

word lexical resource, in this case WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Furthermore, words co-

occurring in the same sentence with domain words are given half the relevance value

of a domain vocabulary word, all others are treated as commonwords.

The pros of using a domain vocabulary as a relevance measure include that it works

well with scientific texts which contain a lot of special terminology. The cons include

that the approach does not work for general descriptive texts and has a heavy depen-

dence on the used lexical resource content. The same problem, dependence on training

data, is present also when directly collecting keywords from a seemingly large corpora,
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Figure 7: Domain vocabulary words are those not found in common word resources

like WordNet. Words co-occurring in same sentence with a domain vocabulary word

are marked as domain vocabulary co-occurrence words. Domain vocabulary words

are given a relevance value (1), co-occurring words half therelevance value (0,5) and

common words are treated as irrelevant (0). Each occurrenceof a domain vocabulary

word or co-occurring common word adds to the total relevanceof a sentence.

which still does not contain all central terms of a domain.

A domain-specificontologywould be better than a domain vocabulary. Unfortunately,

such ontologies have not been assembled for most domains andconstructing one auto-

matically is a non-trivial task. A domain ontology models a specific domain, or part of

the world and represents the particular meanings of terms asthey apply to that domain.

An ontology would include a gloss for each word and would separate the multiple

senses of one word and have hierarchical relations between the words.

4.2 Semantic similarity vs. semantic distance

Semantic similaritymeans detecting synonymous words, whereassemantic distanceis

used for constructing a numerical distance between words ofdifferent meaning. One

approach to both problems is to first look for known related words from an external

source (or just words appearing nearby in text) and constructing relation chains or

graphs between found words. This is much like constructing fractions of a mind map

of the general topic.
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In cohesive and coherent texts, which is expected of scientific texts, sentences are likely

to refer back to previously introduced concepts. In texts written to readers already

familiar with the general topic, references are also made torelated concepts that have

not been introduced in the written text. All these references form lexical chainsin the

text (Hirst and Budanitsky, 2001).

Formal relations

There are two major categories of lexical semantic relations. Formal relationslike IS-A

and HAS-A have been collected to lexical resources (WordNetfor example).Typical-

ity relations, in turn, are bindings to the usage context of words, most often binding

other sentence words to the action (verb). Typicality is nota generic feature across

all texts, but rather domain and situation specific. Examples of formal relations are

similar meanings in synonymy, hierarchical relations likehypernymy and hyponymy

and opposite meanings in antonomy.

chair IS-A seat IS-A furniture IS-A ... IS-A thing

house HAS-A porch

house HAS-A loft

Figure 8: An example of IS-A and HAS-A formal relations. IS-Arelations form a

hierarchical chain of higher and higher level concepts (chair –> thing), whereas HAS-

A relation is pair of higher level concept (house) and a lowerlevel, contained concept

(porch).

Typicality relations

Examples of typicality relations are co-occurrences of agent (subject) and patient (ob-

ject) in an action or event (verb). Detecting causality is mainly done by detecting cue

words like "because" and then collecting the agent, action and patient from the sen-

tence to a typical causal relation. Purpose of use can also bedetected with cue words

such as "with". Simply counting word co-occurrences also provides information about

typical relatedness. Examples of typical co-occurrences are snow and ice, bread and

butter and such.

Lexical chains and semantic distance
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Detecting/V cue words helps in finding/V

causality relations.

Finding/V purpose of use is quite similar, it

can be detected/V with cue words like "with".

Figure 9: An example of typicality relations, specifically the term “cue words” co-

occurring with verbs “find” and “detect”.

Lexical chains are lists of related words in a text (Hallidayand Hasan, 1976). Words

are added to an existing lexical chain only if it is related toany of the words in the chain

by a cohesive relation. Two main approaches to approximating cohesion are term re-

iteration and semantic distance calculation. An example ofterm reiteration approach

is given in Figure 10. The example sentences used in the tableare S1="Boundaries

are set between sequential segments of text", S2="Text is often subdivided into para-

graphs", S3="more to achieve visual layout that aids reading" and S4="than to indicate

a change in the topic under discussion".

Each word in a lexical chain is related to its predecessors either by a) identity of refer-

ence or by b) being somehow semantically close or semantically related (Hoey, 1991).

For the first category,reference resolutionis the subtask and forms its own research

field in NLP. The second category, semantic relatedness, is abroad term. It includes

for example the NLP subtasks of SRL and WSD.

4.3 Methods for computing semantic relatedness

Semantic relatedness is typically computed using one of thetwo main classes of meth-

ods.Resource-based measuresrely on an external linguistic resource in calculating se-

mantic distance, where asdistributional similarity measuresdepend on co-occurrence

data. Co-occurrence data can be collected from the documentat hand, but a higher

quality resource; one with more terms and relations, can be constructed from a large

text corpora.

Resource-based measures
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Sentence Chain from sentence Active Chains after

S1 boundary-segment-text boundary-segment-text

S2 text-paragraph boundary-segment-text-paragraph

S3 layout boundary-segment-text-paragraph, layout

S4 change-topic-discussionlayout, change-topic-discussion

Figure 10: Simple lexical chain construction with term reiteration (nouns). Chains

are constructed by checking if already encountered words reappear in the following

sentences. When no words of a chain are found (in a given window of, for example,

three sentences), the chain is closed. New chains are started whenever a word is not

found in the still active chains.

Morris and Hirst (1991) used thesaural relations in constructing lexical chains and Jar-

masz and Szpakowicz (2003a, 2003b) have used Roget’s thesaurus in detecting seman-

tic similarity. (Refer to Section 3.2.1 for details of thesaural approaches.) In text sum-

marization, Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) used relations between WordNet (Fellbaum,

1998) synonym-sets to estimate semantic distance. Later Barzilay and Elhadad (1999)

have shown that a sentence or paragraph with many lexical chains running through is

likely to be a good choice to include in a summary.

Resource-based methods, using a dictionary or thesaurus for example, are an improve-

ment over term reiteration and they capture much larger amount of semantic informa-

tion. However, their dependence on a specific resource is problematic. The methods

are often unable to operate across parts of speech (POS) or consider other than class

relations. Lemmatization (see Section 3.1.3) can ease comparisons between words of

different POS. Use of dictionaries or ontologies, which contain more descriptive infor-

mation, can help in finding other than class relations.

Measures of distributional similarity

Measures of distributional similarity rely on word co-occurrence information to cal-

culate semantic distance. Unlike resource-based measures, these measures are not

affected by the limitations of a specific linguistic resource. For example, WordNet

contains 150 000 common words but very few words specific to scientific domains.

The downside of distributional measures is that they often run into word sense am-

biguity problems, because they consider only the surface forms of words and not the
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word senses (meanings). Also, their correlation with humanjudgments is observed to

be fairly low (Weeds, 2003).

Hybrid methods combining resource-based and distributional measures

The shortcomings of both resource-based measures and distributional measures, when

used alone, rises the need for a method that incorporates theadvantages of both.

Mohammad and Hirst (2006) proposed measures for combining distributional co-

occurrence information with semantic information from a thesaurus. These measures

were shown to outperform traditional distributional measures on the tasks of correct-

ing real-word spelling errors and ranking word pairs in order of semantic distance

(Mohammad and Hirst, 2006).

The framework of Mohammad and Hirst, which they dubbed asdistributional mea-

sures of concept distance(DMCDs), combines distributional word co-occurrence in-

formation with the semantic information from a thesaurus. ADMCD is configured by

choosing an appropriatewindow size(they used 5 words before and after), the measure

of distributional similarity, and the statistic used to measure the strength of associa-

tion. DMCDs were evaluated by ranking word pairs in order of their semantic distance

with human norms. DMCDs outperformed all distributional measures on the task, but

stayed second to the Jiang and Conrath (1997) WordNet-basedmeasure.

Computing semantic relatedness

How to computesemantic closeness? A human reader instinctively has an intuition

about the semantic distance between two words. A computer, however, does not have

a world model against which to reflect it’s observations.

Construction of lexical chains depends on semantic closeness, but how can we deter-

mine the semantic distance between two words and whether that distance is small?

Converting a human intuition about semantic distance to a computational algorithm is

still an open research problem. Some attempts on structuring the problem have been

made in the past. Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) and laterMiller and Charles

(1991) constructed an experiment where they asked people tojudge semantic distance

between given pairs of words on a scale from 0 to 4. Examples from the test categoriza-

tions are a) highly synonymous: gem-jewel, b) semanticallyrelated: crane-implement

and c) semantically unrelated: noon-string. The answers from test subjects were con-

sistent (90 percent correlation) and the researchers concluded that there are different
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types (Table 12) of semantic relations between the words.

Word pair Relatedness

car,automobile 3.92

gem,jewel 3.84

...

crane,implement 1.68

journey,car 1.16

...

rooster,voyage 0.08

noon,string 0.08

Figure 11: A sample of the results from Miller-Charles semantic distance judgment

experiment. The relatedness values are on a scale from 0 to 4 and a high value indicates

close relatedness. Human test subjects considered “car” and “automobile” to be closely

related and “noon” and “string” to have next to nothing in common.

Human intuition about semantic distance

Word meaning and semantic distance between words can be approximated with the

help of dictionaries and other lexical resources. However,all world knowledge is not

available for a computer, although ontologies are being constructed for the purpose.

Context frames are a simpler approach to modeling properties and occurrences in a

similar context. The psychology category is challenging tocompute, though its use is

very typical and effortless in human everyday thinking. An average european can asso-

ciate Italy with red sports cars or with pasta, even though the terms do not have similar

definitions or properties. A key problem is modeling the world in a way that guides

traversing the semantic relatedness and context model. Table 12 lists the categories

and intuitions behind them.

Category Intuition

Word meaning definitions are related or similar in some way (vehicle, bus)

World knowledge two things have similar properties or often occur together or in

a similar context (car, driving)

Psychology we often think of the two things together (apple, banana)

Table 12: Human intuition about semantic distance.
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Guidance for traversing the model could be implemented in a model which consists of

context-bound, weighted relations so that only the most essential relations of a concept

can be retrieved. The idea is the same as in calculating information content (IC), the

occurrence frequency, for words. In this case the frequencywould be calculated for

word pair relations or n-gram relations.

WordNet::Similarity library for computing semantic relat edness

WordNet::Similarity(Pedersen et. al, 2004) is a Perl module that implements a va-

riety of semantic similarity and relatedness measures based on information found in

the lexical database WordNet. In particular, it supports the measures of Resnik, Lin,

Jiang-Conrath, Leacock-Chodorow, Hirst-St.Onge, Wu-Palmer, Banerjee-Pedersen,

and Patwardhan-Pedersen. In the experimental part of this thesis, a Java imple-

mentation of the same measures is used (from David Hope, University of Sussex,

http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/users/drh21/).

There are three main approaches to semantic relatedness measuring. The measures in

WordNet::Similarity can be categorized to path, information content and gloss overlap

measures. Currently the Perl version also contains a lexical chain construction algo-

rithm.

For semantic relatedness measuring in the experimental part of this thesis, Jiang-

Conrath measure was selected. This measure has produced thebest results in many

comparisons (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009) and it has been shown to outperform a com-

bination of distributional and resource-based measures (Mohammad and Hirst, 2006).

The algorithm uses WordNet relations and pre-calculatedinformation content(IC) val-

ues in selecting theleast common subsumer(LCS). See Figure 13 for a visualization

of IC and LCS.

Information content (IC) is the word occurrence frequency in a text corpora. Func-

tion IC(x) is used in expressing the information content of x.

Least Common Subsumer (LCS) is the most informative subsumer (the most fre-

quently occurring word) in the path between the two words.

Figure 12: Definitions of information content and least common subsumer.

The creators of WordNet::Similarity have pre-computed information content files

from the British National Corpus, the Penn Treebank, the Brown Corpus,
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the complete works of Shakespeare and SemCor. A Perl script is available

from the WordNet::Similarity website, with which the IC files were created

(http://search.cpan.org/ tpederse/WordNet-Similarity/utils/rawtextFreq.pl).

Figure 13: Example of information content in WordNet. When calculating the related-

ness between “house” and “decoration”, the least common subsumer will be the word

“building”, because it is on the path between the words and has the highest informa-

tion content value of IC=9.23. We only included the information content values on the

path and in the shared higher level concept in the figure, in order to point out which IC

values are checked when determining the LCS of two words.

The relatedness value returned by the Jiang-Conrath measure is equal to1=jn_distane, where jcn_distance is equal to:IC(synset1) + IC(synset2)� 2 � IC(ls)
In the equation synset1 is the WordNet synonym set identifierof the first term (house)

and synset2 is the WordNet synonym set identifier of the second term (decoration).
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5 Proposed relevance modeling algorithm

We propose an algorithm for finding essential, domain-specific content from scien-

tific texts. The motivation in constructing such an algorithm is in the readers’ need

of quickly finding the core content, at best the contribution, of a scientific text. A

similar need exists in many other fields, for example, in natural language generation

and document indexing. In the experimental part of this thesis, the proposed algorithm

is applied to extractive text summarization. The algorithmfirst pre-processes the text

with NLP tools. This includes splitting the text to sentences, tagging each word with a

part-of-speech and lemmatizing each word to it’s dictionary form. Secondly, a domain

vocabulary is collected and relevance values calculated for all sentences based their

relation to the collected vocabulary. In the third step, relatedness values between all

sentence pairs are calculated with a similarity measure that uses WordNet.

After all features have been extracted, the relevance of sentences is determined by

categorization. From the categorization results an extractive summary of the relevant

text content is constructed. The following list summarizesthe algorithm steps.

1. Split text to sentences:Construct the segments for which topic signatures will be

generated.

2. Pre-process with NLP tools:Extract words from sentences, use POS and lemma-

tization to improve comparability of words.

3. Collect domain vocabulary:Construct domain vocabulary from words not

present in WordNet, which contains only common words.

4. Calculate domain specificity:Use the collected domain vocabulary and co-

occurring common words to evaluate sentence relevance to the whole text.

5. Calculate semantic relatedness:UseWordNet::Similaritylibrary to calculate se-

mantic relatedness values between sentences. This is done in order to find sen-

tences that are (semantically) most connected to other parts of the text.

6. Categorize sentences:Normalize the three calculated values. Categorize sen-

tences to relevant and irrelevant using sentence data rows with the calculated

domainVocabulary, coOccurrence and semanticDistance values.
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5.1 Constructing topic signatures

There are three steps in constructing topic signatures: 1) extracting features, 2) filtering

the features and 3) enriching the features. The steps indicate that we can extract useful

features, like individual words, from the text. But some features are too common to

be used in categorizing a sentence which contains them. On the other hand, the source

text seldom contains all words needed to express the underlying semantic content, the

meaning and broader context of the text.

Extracting features

In the extraction step, text is split to segments; to sentences, phrases and words. This

may seem like an obvious and simple step, but it is non-trivial for a computer, which

does not have eyes, brains or world knowledge. Current state-of-the-art text segmen-

tation tools have statistical models for estimating the sentence boundaries. (Refer to

Section 2.1 for discussion on text segmentation.)

Natural languages have a structure and making the structureavailable to an algorithm

requires the use of NLP tools. Finding the part-of-speech ofeach word, for exam-

ple whether the word is a noun or verb, is explained in more detail in Section 3.1.1.

Lemmatization means finding the dictionary form of a word. This is done to improve

comparability of words and is applicable mostly to words belonging to the same part-

of-speech. Lemmatization and the difference to stemming with strict string matching

is discussed in Section 3.1.3.

Filtering features

All extractable features of a sentence are not essential in connecting the sentence to

a broader context. One definition ofessentialis the ability to make distinctions be-

tween candidate concepts. This means that more domain-specific and rarely occurring

concepts make a sentence more unique.

The problem for an algorithm is finding essential content andmodeling only that. The

approach taken in this thesis includes collecting a domain vocabulary, calculating word

occurrence frequency and leaving out too common words with astop word list. Stop

word lists and other semantic smoothing methods are discussed in Section 2.3.

Some of the typically used, and proven to be distinctive (Linand Hovy, 2000), fea-
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tures in text summarization are position, cue phrases, wordinformativeness, sentence

length and cohesion. In news feed texts, first sentences of paragraphs are often in-

cluded in summaries. Also sentences containing highly domain-specific words indicate

extract-worthiness, whereas too short sentences seldom include enough information to

be included in a summary. Content selection and cues are discussed in more detail in

Section 2.2.

Enriching features

One of the key limitations of local features, those extractable from a text without ex-

ternal resources, is that all the terms needed in understanding and relating the sentence

to a broader context are not included in the text. But even theexternal resources have

their limitations. Even the broad coverage, human-constructed resources like WordNet

(Fellbaum, 1998) do not include all terms and relations. Even these state-of-the-art

resources often have little or no binding to the occurrence contexts of words.

The limitation of using external resources in enriching sentence features is that each

measure is only as good as the resource it depends on. Most WordNet measures, in-

cluded in WordNet::Similarity library, use only nouns and IS-A relations, algorithm

parameters are set with very sparse human data and role of context in semantic distance

judgments is not accounted for. To tackle these limitationsHearst (1994) suggests use

of statistical word co-occurrence data.

The enriching approach used in this thesis is to use only immediate context, the closest

related hypernyms of sentence words. Direct hypernyms for sentence subject, verb and

object lemmas are queried from WordNet. This approach couldbe easily extended by

including multiple levels of hypernyms and hyponyms. The steps of enriching topic

signatures were explained in detail in Section 2.3.

5.2 Computing domain specificity

Domain specificity of a sentence is approximated by calculating two values, the domain

vocabulary word occurrence count and the occurrence count of words co-occurring

with domain vocabulary words in other sentences. For example, one sentence men-

tions “flying a spaceship” and another sentence mentions “flying”. In the first sentence

“spaceship” is domain-specific and it causes “flying” to be treated as a co-occurrence
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word.

The following pseudo code summarizes the algorithm steps, the actual code produced

in the experimental part of this thesis is written in Java andis available as part of our

Scientific Writing Assistant project (SWAN, http://cs.uef.fi/swan/) source code.

// collect domain vocabulary

for each sentence in document

for each word in sentence

if (WordNet does not contain word)

addToDomainVocabulary(word);

// collect domain vocabulary word co-occurring common words

for each sentence in document

for each domainVocabularyWord in domainVocabulary

if (sentence contains domainVocabularyWord)

for each commonWord in sentence

addToCoOccurrenceVocabulary(commonWord);

// calculate domain specificity values of sentence

for each sentence in document

int domainSpecificity = 0;

int domainWordCoOccurrence = 0;

for each word in sentence

{

if (domainVocabulary contains word)

domainSpecificity++;

if (domainVocabularyCoOccurrenceWords contains word)

domainWordCoOccurrence++;

}

Collecting domain specificity values is done as part of collecting sentence categoriza-

tion input data. Refer to Table 13 for examples of normalizedinput data to sentence
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categorization. The following graphs show calculated domainVocabulary and coOc-

currence values.

Figure 14: Domain specificity of sentences from first test document according to do-

mainVocabulary parameter. The 70 sentences of first test document are shown on the

x-axis and the domainVocabulary value (normalized to 0..1)on the y-axis. The same

representation is used also in the following coOccurrence and semanticDistance pa-

rameter bar charts.

Figure 15: Domain specificity of sentences from first test document according to coOc-

currence parameter.

5.3 Computing semantic relatedness

Semantic relatedness of a sentence, to all other sentences in the same document, is

approximated by calculating one average relatedness value. This is achieved by first
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computing relatedness between sentence words, then constructing a temporary sen-

tence pair relatedness matrix and finally calculating average relatedness value from

each matrix row. Both row and column averages are calculatedin order to reduce the

effect of varying sentence length.

// calculate sentence term matrix row averages

for each row

rowAverages[i] = rowTermsAvgSum / rowCount;

// calculate sentence term matrix column averages

for each column

colAverages[i] = colTermsAvgSum / colCount;

rowAveragesSum = sum(rowAverages);

colAveragesSum = sum(colAverages);

avgRelatedness = (rowAveragesSum / rowCount * colCount)

+ (colAveragesSum / colCount * rowCount);

The following pseudo code summarizes the algorithm steps, the actual code produced

in the experimental part of this thesis is written in Java andis available as part of our

Scientific Writing Assistant project (SWAN, http://cs.uef.fi/swan/) source code. Jiang

and Conrath semantic relatedness measure is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

int[][] semanticDistanceValues;

int[] avgSemanticRelatednessValues;

// calculate semantic relatedness between all sentence pairs

for each sentence in document

for each otherSentence in document

{

int semanticDistance = 0;

semanticDistanceValues[sentence][otherSentence] =

calculateJiangConrathRelatedness(sentence, otherSentence);
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}

// calculate average relatedness values

for each sentence in document

avgSemanticRelatednessValues[sentence] =

calculateAvgRelatedness(semanticDistanceValues[sentence]);

Collecting semantic relatedness values is done as part of collecting sentence catego-

rization input data. The following graph shows calculated average semanticDistance

values. Average is calculated from relatedness to all othersentences of the same docu-

ment.

Figure 16: Sentence semantic relatedness of first test document according to seman-

ticDistance parameter.

5.4 Categorization to relevant and irrelevant

Common approaches to providing sentence content for categorization include: 1) as

such without pre-processing, 2) as stemmed word vectors or 3) asn-gramsof sequential

word occurrences. We instead experiment by first pre-processing the sentences with

Stanford NLP tools, then constructing a topic signature of three latent sentence features

for each sentence.

The sentence latent features are first calculated in a pre-processing phase and data

rows with these values are then categorized. The domainVocabulary value is a sum of
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domain vocabulary words in the sentence, coOccurrence is a sum of common words

occurring together with any of the domain vocabulary words.The semanticDistance

value represents the semantic connectedness of this sentence to other sentences of the

text. A simple arithmetic average value for each of these attributes, encountered in

a test document, is calculated. For domainVocabulary and coOccurrence an above

average value, and for semanticDistance a below average value, indicates relevance. A

sentence is categorized as relevant if more than one attribute indicates relevance.

Sentence domainVocabulary coOccurrence semanticDistance

S1 0 0.315789 0.114542

S2 0 0.315789 0.224857

S3 0.25 0.421053 0.29816

S4 0.25 0.578947 0.424506

S5 1 0.736842 0.460848

Table 13: Example of input data to sentence categorization.This data can be stored in

the topic signature of a sentence and thus no external resources or matrices are needed

in the categorization phase.

Histograms of input data distribution divided into 10 bins.Figure 17 shows domainVo-

cabulary parameter values distribution, Figure 18 coOccurrence parameter and Figure

19 semanticDistance parameter.

Figure 17: Histogram of domainVocabulary parameter from first test document.

The histograms show that most sentences have a low attributevalue. Considering

domainVocabulary and coOccurrence attributes, his means that only few sentences are

domain specific. The large number of sentences with short distances to others makes

categorization harder using only semanticDistance attribute. In the case study, all three
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Figure 18: Histogram of coOccurrence parameter from first test document.

Figure 19: Histogram of semanticDistance parameter from first test document.

attributes are considered when categorizing each sentence.
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6 Case study: Extractive summary generation

In this chapter we implement and evaluate the method of Section 5 in the context of

extractive text summarization. Text summarization means compressing the source text

into a shorter version while preserving its information content and overall meaning.

6.1 Methods and input data

The following four published scientific documents were usedas input data for the sum-

marization algorithm. The title, abstract, introduction and conclusions sections of the

documents were first collected to plain text files (testDoc1,testDoc2, testDoc3 and

testDoc4). According to scientific writing expert Jean-LucLeBrun (www.scientific-

writing.com), these are the key sections of a scientific paper, when it comes to provid-

ing an overview of the whole paper to the reader.� testDoc1: V. Hautamäki, T. Kinnunen and P. Fränti, “Text-Independent Speaker

Recognition Using Graph Matching”, Pattern Recognition Letters, 29(9): 1427–

1432, 2008� testDoc2: R. Saeidi, J. Pohjalainen, T. Kinnunen, P. Alku, “Temporally Weighted

Linear Prediction Features for Speaker Verification in Additive Noise”, Odyssey

2010: The Speaker and Language Recognition Workshop, Brno,Czech Repub-

lic, pp. 40-46, June 2010.� testDoc3: J. Sandberg, M. Hansson-Sandsten, T. Kinnunen, R. Saeidi,P. Flan-

drin, P. Borgnat, “Multitaper Estimation of Frequency-Warped Cepstra with Ap-

plication to Speaker Verification”, IEEE Signal ProcessingLetters, 17(4): 343–

346, April 2010.� testDoc4: T. Kinnunen and H. Li, “An Overview of Text-Independent Speaker

Recognition: from Features to Supervectors”, Speech Communication 52(1):

12–40, January 2010

The following list summarizes the steps of applying the proposed algorithm to extrac-

tive text summarization:
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1. Collect relevant sentences:Collect relevant sentences with the proposed algo-

rithm.

2. Construct extractive summary :Construct an extractive summary of the source

text from the collected relevant sentences. Summary construction steps include

1) selecting number of sentences to include in summary, 2) selecting sentences

from categorization results, in our case study, maximum number of ten sen-

tences, 3) ordering selected sentences. Simple approach toordering is to use

order of occurrence in the source text. When the suggested context words im-

provement is available, ordering can be done by grouping sentences to latent

topics with context word matching.

3. Compare summary to abstract:Compare the constructed summary to the human

written abstract of the same scientific text by calculating term overlap.

Evaluation of text summarization systems

Text summarization systems and natural language generation systems are evaluated by

their solutions to three key problems: 1) content selection, 2) information ordering and

3) sentence realization (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).

In this case study, content selection is done by calculatingthree latent values for each

sentence and then categorizing the sentences, as describedin Section 5. First a set of

relevant sentences is calculated, which aims at reducing the number of summary candi-

date sentences. Then information content of sentence (sum of contained words ICs) is

used in selecting ten sentences to include in the extractivesummary. The information

content values used are the semcor values from Wordnet::Similarity.

Information ordering is kept unchanged; it is the same as theorder of appearance in the

source text. A future improvement would be to use the sentence semantic relatedness

values in grouping the extracted sentences in order to improve “story continuity” in

the summary. For sentence realization, extractive summarization is used, where the

summary sentences are picked from the source text.

Precision and recall of the extractive summary are evaluated by comparing it to original

human written abstract. In general, a highrecall means we have not missed much but

we may have a lot of useless results. Highprecisionmeans that the returned result was

relevant, but that we might not have found all the relevant items.
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preision = truepositives=(truepositives + falsepositives)reall = truepositives=(truepositives+ falsenegatives)
An example of true positives are the human written summary terms found in the ex-

tractive summary. False positives are the terms included inthe extractive summary,

but not found in the human written summary. False negatives mean the terms that

were missed; those not found in the extractive summary, but which exist in the human

written summary.

6.2 Results and discussion

We have constructed and evaluated summaries of four published scientific papers from

the domain of speaker recognition (voice biometrics). The goal of the experimental

part of this thesis is to act as a proof of concept. Our hypothesis was that high domain

specificity, co-occurrence with highly domain specific content and frequent use of same

(and semantically related) words indicate sentence extract-worthiness. Thus content of

such sentences should be included in the summary.

Document Precision (best) Recall (best) Precision (worst) Recall (worst)

testDoc1.txt 0.438 0.814 0.290 0.581

testDoc2.txt 0.340 0.621 0.247 0.379

testDoc3.txt 0.427 0.889 0.369 0.472

testDoc4.txt 0.196 0.452 0.250 0.238

Table 14: Best and worst recall results: precision and recall of extractive summary

generation for all test documents.

In general, a highrecall means we have not missed much but we may have a lot of

useless results. Highprecisionmeans that the returned result was relevant, but that

we might not have found all the relevant items. Our gold standard, a human written

summary, may or may not contain all relevant information of the whole document.

Because of this, we chose to accept low precision and high recall. This means that we
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focused on finding as much as possible of the relevant contentand relying on the fixed

limit of ten sentences in the extractive summary to prevent having too much irrelevant

information to sift through. Table 15 shows results from different combinations of

attributes.

Feature Precision Recall

DV 0.295 0.535

CO 0.419 0.605

SE 0.291 0.581

DV,CO 0.316 0.581

DV,SE 0.471 0.767

CO,SE 0.438 0.814

DV,CO,SE 0.397 0.581

Table 15: Results from experimenting with different combinations of attributes. The

results show precision and recall of extractive summary generation for testdoc1 (At-

tachment 1). Features and feature groups in short format aredomainVocabulary (DV),

coOccurrence (CO) and semanticDistance (SE).

For comparison, we present results from Wong et.al (2008) inTable 16. The table

shows classification performance based on different feature groups under the PSVM

classifier. They worked with ROUGE datasets which contain 2000 labeled sentences

and also used advanced methods like semi-supervised machine learning. Their work

focused on getting high precision results. Wong et. al (2008) concluded that their

most useful feature groups were surface and relevance, in other words, the external

characteristics of a sentence in the document and the relationships of a sentence with

other sentences in a cluster. Our results support their finding, that a combination of

sentence characteristics and relatedness to other sentences produces best results. In

our work the combinations of domain vocabulary and semanticrelatedness and also

co-occurrence and and semantic relatedness produced the best results.

Co-occurrence relevance measure improves summary quality

An obvious conclusion is that detecting domain vocabulary terms is essential for find-

ing the domain-specific sentences. In addition to this, considering domain vocabulary

co-occurrence data broadens the set of potentially extract-worthy sentences and thus

acts as smoothing of the initial highly domain-specific set of sentences. Manual testing
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Feature Precision Recall

Sur 0.488 0.146

Con 0.407 0.167

Rel 0.488 0.146

Event 0.344 0.146

Sur+Con 0.575 0.160

Sur+Rel 0.488 0.146

Con+Rel 0.588 0.139

Sur+Event 0.600 0.125

Con+Event 0.384 0.194

Rel+Event 0.543 0.132

Sur+Con+Event 0.595 0.153

Sur+Rel+Event 0.553 0.146

Con+Rel+Event 0.581 0.125

Sur+Con+Rel 0.595 0.174

Sur+Con+Rel+Event 0.579 0.153

Table 16: Results from other research. The table shows precisions and recalls of dif-

ferent feature groups under the PSVM classifier. The features used were surface (Sur),

content (Con), relation (Rel) and event (Event) features.

with Weka machine learning framework from University of Waikato (Hall et. al, 2009)

showed that when the categorization input parameters are considered alone, domain-

Vocabulary parameter splits the input set of sentences roughly in to half (relevant /

irrelevant), whereas coOccurrence and semanticDistance did better. They both tended

to indicate that only one quarter of all sentences in the document are relevant.

Better results would naturally be achievable, both for domain specificity and related-

ness measures, with a large domain-specific text corpora. Sets of documents from the

same domain could be collected, for example, from online publisher databases. A

similar approach has already been used, in WordNet::Similarity library, in collecting

terms and calculating information content values for them from copyright protected

dictionaries and thesauri.

Problems with hierarchical modeling
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One of the hardest problems in computationally modeling meaning and structure of

texts is the lack of world knowledge and the lack of simple means to represent world

knowledge. There are, for example, no template situationalmodels of events occurring

in the world. FrameNet is a promising approach in resolving this problem, but at 2011

it still contains only a small set of template situations andis meant as training data

for further machine learning. Other ontologies are sets of related terms, with little

connection to the occurrence context of the contained terms.

Another problem is the lack of broader immediate context knowledge, an understand-

ing of the domain of discourse. The enriching approach suggested in this paper does

add context terminology, but not context template situations. And enriching with an

external resource depends on the comprehensiveness of thatresource; WordNet or any

other resource only contain a limited set of common words.
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7 Conclusions and future work

In this thesis we have discussed the sub-problems in discourse segmentation of texts:

various NLP tasks of the source text, computing relevance, generality and relatedness

of sentences and how to categorize the sentences to get a hierarchy and how to con-

struct a summary of the whole text. We have presented a hierarchical and contextual

approach to sentence topic modeling, where topic signatures were first generated for

each sentence and the sentences were then categorized in order to find essential con-

tent. External resources, WordNet and information contentdata of words, were used

in enriching and categorizing the topic signatures.

The proof of concept type experimental part of this thesis succeeded in constructing

extractive summaries from published scientific papers. Ourexperiences with filtering

the sentences in the experimental part show that collectinga domain vocabulary helps

in finding the most domain-specific sentences from a text. Detecting co-occurrence

with domain vocabulary terms broadens this set of extract-worthy sentences from the

highly domain-specific ones. Sentence concept generality,calculated from sentence

term information content values, is both useful in targeting the generated summary for

the general public or the expert reader as well as in determining sentence relevance to

the domain.

Comparing extractive summary to human written abstract resulted in approximately

50 percent term overlap. The bias of found terms was on the more domain specific

ones. An extractive summary could be made more readable if sentence simplification

was used, for example, by leaving out attribution clauses and initial adverbials. As

such, the results are potentially useful to people working with document indexing,

information extraction or message understanding.

The problem of extracting meaning and context from text is a broad topic, it is consid-

ered as one of the key problems on the path towards artificial intelligence (AI). This

leaves room for many improvements. For example, topic signature relation detection

could be improved with WSD, named entity recognition (NER) and statistical weight-

ing of features.

Improvements to the algorithm

Many NLP methods were studied while writing this thesis, butonly a few of them
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made it to the experimental part, mostly because of the broadness of the topic. Some

improvements to the proposed algorithm include enriching sentence content with hy-

pernyms, collecting related terms for word pairs and calculating how general terms

the writer has used. The improvements should be executed after pre-processing the

sentences, when dictionary forms of sentence words are available, but no calculations

have yet been made.� Enrich with more general words:Fetch direct hypernyms for each sentence word

from WordNet and add them to sentence word vector. The goal isto improve

sentence relatedness matching.� Collect context words:Use the information content data precalculated for Word-

Net words to find most common words related to the sentence content. The goal

is to improve sentence relatedness detection and content generality detection.

Improvement steps include 1) collect information content values for sentence

term pair least common subsumers from statistical occurrence data (WordNet

information content files), 2) collect immediate hypernymsof sentence terms

based on highest IC value, 3) add collected words to topic signature as immedi-

ate context words.� Calculate content generality:Use the information content data precalculated for

WordNet words to calculate the generality of sentence content. The goal is to en-

able targeting the extracted sentences to expert or novice readers. Improvement

steps include 1) collect information content values of sentence terms (Word-

Net information content files) 2) pick k highest informationcontent values from

different sources and calculating average from those 3) categorize sentences to

general (0-0,5) and specific (0,5-1) classes
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Attachment 1: Algorithm input data

Text-independent speaker recognition using graph matching.

Technical mismatches between the training and matching conditions adversely affect

the performance of a speaker recognition system. In this paper, we present a matching

scheme which is invariant to feature rotation, translationand uniform scaling. The

proposed approach uses a neighborhood graph to represent the global shape of the

feature distribution. The reference and test graphs are aligned by graph matching and

the match score is computed using conventional template matching. Experiments on

the NIST-1999 SRE corpus indicate that the method is comparable to conventional

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and vector quantization (VQ)-based approaches.

One of the biggest challenges in automatic speaker recognition is obtaining invariance

across varying operating conditions, while retaining maximum speaker variability. Dif-

ferent handset type, transmission line/coding, and background noise are typical factors,

which lead to signal mismatch across training and recognition. For a speaker recog-

nition system to be useful in practice it needs to be optimized against the mismatch

problem. Various approaches have been proposed for tackling the invariance prob-

lem, including robust feature extraction (Mammone et al., 1996), feature normalization

(Pelecanos and Sridharan, 2001), model transformation (Kenny et al., 2007; Teunen et

al., 2002; Vogt and Sridharan, 2008), and match score normalization (Auckenthaler et

al., 2000; Reynolds et al., 2000). State-of-the-art text-independent speaker recognizers

use mean subtraction at the utterance level, often referredto as cepstral mean subtrac-

tion (CMS) in the context of cepstral features. The assumption in mean subtraction

is that all the feature vectors have been translated by an unknown channel-dependent

vector. By subtracting the mean from both the training and testing vectors, the match-

ing is less affected by this bias. For clean data (no channel mismatch), CMS degrades

accuracy. A general affine channel/environment model (Mak and Tsang, 2004; Mam-

mone et al., 1996) includes rotation and scaling of the feature vectors in addition to

the additive bias. The three transformations - rotation, scaling, and translation - can be

collectively expressed as an affine feature distortion model: y 12 Ax þ b. The matrix

A and vector b are channel-dependent transformation parameters, whereas x and y are

the clean and the noisy (observed) vectors, respectively. In image- and video-based

biometrics, invariance against rotation, translation andscaling is often desirable. For

instance, a face recognizer would produce the same match score, independent of face
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tilting (rotation), location with respect to the background (translation) and distance

from the camera (scale). A natural idea to achieve invariance is to construct a graph

from certain feature points from the images and then to use graph matching (Bunke

and Shearer, 1998) methodology. In the matching phase, onlythe graph structures -

and not the original feature points - are compared. For example, Burge and Burger

(2000) use Voronoi diagram graphs to model ear shape. The graphs of the reference

ear and the unknown ear were matched using error-correctinggraph matching. It is an

open question whether similar ideas could be adopted to speaker recognition. In our

view, formulation of a transformation invariant matching scheme for speech features

poses several challenges. First, images are two-dimensional, and the semantic mean-

ing of the constructed graph can be visually verified. However, commonly used speech

spectrum features are high-dimensional (10-40 dimensions), and it is difficult to give

an intuitive meaning to the graph calculated from the extracted features. Second, in

text-independent speaker recognition, the feature distributions of the training vectors

and the test utterance are likely to vary because of text mismatch in addition to the

technical mismatches mentioned above. It is also unclear whether the matching should

use the whole distributions, or should a good match be indicated if the sub-graphs from

the reference vectors and the test utterance match well. Themotivation of this paper

is to experiment with a few simple ideas. To our knowledge, nograph-based matching

has previously been proposed for text-independent speakerrecognition. The overview

of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. We first cluster both the training and

the testing vectors into a small number of clusters, represented by a set of centroid

vectors. Neighborhood graphs are then constructed for bothsets. Finally, structural

similarity of the reference and the test graphs is evaluatedby calculating the degree of

isomorphism between the graphs. We also propose a matching framework which is a

hybrid between graph-based structural matching and vector-based template matching.

Graph matching is used as a pairing tool between the reference and the test centroids.

The paired vectors from each set are then used for finding the parameters of the affine

transformation model. Finally, the match score is computedas the distortion between

the compensated centroids. Feature and speaker model transformations, including the

affine transformation, have been studied by different authors (Kenny et al., 2007; Mak

and Tsang, 2004; Mammone et al., 1996; Siohan and Lee, 1997; Vogt and Sridharan,

2008). These methods usually require either parallel training data recorded simultane-

ously through various handsets, or a large number of training utterances collected from

multiple recording sessions from a number of speakers. These datasets are then used
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for estimating the transformation parameters. The method that we propose, in turn,

aligns the test vectors to the claimed speaker’s model during verification. Therefore,

the proposed method does not require any external data or training of a channel/session

variability model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give

details of the structural graph matching framework. Section 3 describes the hybrid

structural and template matching algorithm. Experimentalsetup and the results are

described in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

In this study, we have introduced graph-based matching approach to text-independent

speaker recognition. The approach was motivated by the factthat a neighborhood

graph encodes structural information about the feature space. Under the affine distor-

tion model - including rotation, translation, and uniform scaling - ideally the neighbor-

hood graph should not change. The performance of the proposed method was com-

parable to the GMM- and VQ-based approaches. A fusion experiment demonstrated

that GMM- and graph-based methods might contain mutually complementary infor-

mation. The approach has potential to complement or replacecurrently used statistical

and templatebased methods. The method, however, has several practical problems to

be solved before it can be utilized in real-life speaker recognition systems. First, ex-

act graph matching is computationally expensive, and heuristic algorithm needs to be

used which weakens the performance. Second, the size of the association graph grows

fast for large models, which implies increased running time. The largest graph that we

could test in reasonable time was 128. A possible future solution could be based on a

heuristic algorithm, which solves the graph matching problem directly, without reduc-

ing it first to the maximum clique search from the associationgraph. To further speed

up scoring in the identification task, some form of decision tree in which the feature

points represent tree nodes, could be used. In the current approach, the feature points

from the reference and test sets were found by clustering andimplicitly assumed to cor-

respond to phonetic classes. In general, the joint effects of channel and text (phonetic)

mismatch are not well understood. Recently, excellent results have been obtained by

using phone-class constrained GMMs which reduces text mismatch by phone recog-

nition (Castaldo et al., 2007). The graph-based method could be used by restricting

matching onto the same phone classes between training and test utterances. Differ-

ent graph structures are also possible. In this study, we considered unweighted kNN

graph where a node is either connected or not to another node.A possible future direc-

tion would be using real-valued weights (such as Euclidean distances between points)

and re-defining the matching framework for such graphs. Current likelihood-based
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(or frame-based) approaches also assume independence of the frames, largely ignoring

utterance-level structural information. Graph matching could be potentially used as an

alternative matching tool for the existing GMM-based systems. These are points for

future research.

Attachment 2: Categorization results

For testdoc1, categorization marked 25 out of 70 sentences as relevant. Class attribute

value 1 indicates relevant, 0 irrelevant.

@relation sentenceRelevance

@attribute domainVocabulary numeric

@attribute coOccurrence numeric

@attribute semanticDistance numeric

@attribute class numeric

@data

0,0.2,0.017991,0

0,0.25,0.114542,0

0,0.3,0.224857,1

0.333333,0.4,0.29816,1

0.333333,0.55,0.424506,1

1,0.65,0.460848,1

0.333333,0.5,0.353678,1

0,0.2,0.531935,0

0,0.2,0.267282,0

0.333333,0.7,0.990051,1

0.666667,0.45,0.197794,1

0,0.35,0.268622,1

0,0.15,0.251559,0

0.333333,0.25,0,1

0,0.2,0.223981,0

0.333333,1,1,1
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0,0.25,0.080932,0

0.666667,0.7,0.557194,1

0,0.25,0.674107,0

0,0.15,0.33177,0

0.333333,0.35,0.231713,1

0,0.25,0.275169,0

0,0.15,0.176916,0

0,0.2,0.246404,0

0,0.1,0.209805,0

0,0.2,0.608794,0

0,0.4,0.722254,0

0,0.45,0.572813,0

0,0.05,0.148771,0

0.333333,0.4,0.135059,1

0.333333,0.25,0.06923,1

0,0.05,0.255013,0

0,0.05,0.172999,0

0,0.15,0.285479,0

0,0.2,0,0

0,0.35,0.220939,1

0,0.25,0.302077,0

0.333333,0.3,0.107892,1

0,0.3,0.333832,0

0,0.15,0.475334,0

0,0.15,0.096861,0

0,0.2,0.386309,0

0.333333,0.4,0.185886,1

0,0,0.05557,0

0,0.05,0.209805,0

0,0,0.000567,0

0,0,0.131038,0

0,0,0.172844,0

0,0.35,0.130213,1

0,0.25,0.457704,0

0,0.35,0.246868,1
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1,0.35,0.070622,1

0.333333,0.4,0.066034,1

0.333333,0.25,0.095984,1

0,0.25,0.291561,0

0,0.25,0.198155,0

0,0.05,0.474612,0

0.333333,0.15,0.089592,1

0,0.2,0.570751,0

0,0.15,0.809887,0

0,0.15,0.600804,0

0,0.1,0.124543,0

0,0.2,0.342698,0

0,0.35,0.360792,0

0,0.05,0.074179,0

0.666667,0.3,0.144028,1

0,0.15,0.427909,0

0,0.2,0.159183,0

0.333333,0.4,0.149853,1

0,0,0.241868,0
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Attachment 3: Constructed extractive summaries

testDoc1.txt extractive summary

In this paper , we present a matching scheme which is invariant to feature rotation ,

translation and uniform scaling . The reference and test graphs are aligned by graph

matching and the match score is computed using conventionaltemplate matching .

One of the biggest challenges in automatic speaker recognition is obtaining invariance

across varying operating conditions , while retaining maximum speaker variability .

Various approaches have been proposed for tackling the invariance problem , includ-

ing robust feature extraction , feature normalization , model transformation , and match

score normalization . For clean data no channel mismatch , CMS degrades accuracy

. The three transformations rotation , scaling , and translation can be collectively ex-

pressed as an affine feature distortion model : y Ax b. The matrix A and vector b are

channel dependent transformation parameters , whereas x and y are the clean ’ and

the noisy ’ observed vectors , respectively . Graph matchingis used as a pairing tool

between the reference and the test centroids . Finally , the match score is computed as

the distortion between the compensated centroids . In this study , we have introduced

graph based matching approach to text independent speaker recognition . Under the

affine distortion model including rotation , translation , and uniform scaling ideally the

neighborhood graph should not change .

testDoc2.txt extractive summary

Temporally Weighted Linear Prediction Features for Tackling Additive Noise in

Speaker Verification . In the popular mel frequency cepstralcoefficient MFCC front

end , the conventional Fourierbased spectrum estimation issubstituted with weighted

linear predictive methods , which have earlier shown success in noiserobust speech

recognition . Two temporally weighted variants of linear predictive modeling are in-

troduced to speaker verification and they are compared to FFT, which is normally

used in computing MFCCs , and to conventional linear prediction . The new features

hold a promise for noiserobust speaker verification . The standard spectrum analy-

sis method for speaker verification is the discrete Fourier transform , implemented as

the fast Fourier transform FFT . Research in speaker recognition over the past two

decades has largely concentrated on tackling the channel variability problem , that is

, how to normalize the adverse effects due to differing training and test handsets or
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channels e.g. GSM versus landline speech . Another approachto increase robustness

is to carry out feature normalization such as cepstral mean and variance normaliza-

tion CMVN , RASTA filtering or feature warping . All these investigations , however

, use vector quantization VQ classifiers and some of the feature extraction methods

utilized are computationally intensive , because they involve solving for the roots of

LP polynomials . Differently from these previous studies , this work a compares two

straightforward noise robust modifications of LP and b utilizes them in a more modern

speaker verification system based on adapted Gaussian mixtures and MFCC feature

extraction . The robust linear predictive methods used for spectrum estimation Fig .

1 are weighted linear prediction WLP and stabilized WLP SWLP, which is a variant

ofWLP that guarantees the stability of the resulting allpole filter .

testDoc3.txt extractive summary

Multitaper Estimation of Frequency Warped Cepstra With Application to Speaker Ver-

ification . Usually the mel frequency cepstral coefficients are estimated either from

a periodogram or from a windowed periodogram . HE cepstrum was introduced by

Bogert , Healy and Tukey in the early 1960s . In these applications , a psycho acous-

tically motivated frequency warping transformation is usually applied to the spectrum

before the logarithm and the inverse Fourier transform , such as in the popular mel

frequency cepstral coefficients MFCCs . The periodogram suffers from large bias and

large variance , altogether causing large estimation errors in the cepstral coefficients .

The windowed periodogram has low bias in general , but it still suffers from high vari-

ance . The multitaper spectrum estimator is known to have lowvariance , but has not

gained much attention in MFCC estimation . Finally , we demonstrate the effective-

ness of multitaper MFCC estimation over the conventional Hamming window based

MFCC extraction , in a speaker verification context . The result was the same for the

phoneme l , indicating the robustness of the multitaper estimator for speech like pro-

cesses . We also demonstrated that the peak matched MFCC performs slightly better

than the Hamming windowMFCCin the NIST 2006 SRE .

testDoc4.txt extractive summary

In addition to these physical differences , each speaker hashis or her characteristic

manner of speaking , including the use of a particular accent, rhythm , intonation style

, pronounciation pattern , choice of vocabulary and so on . Animportant application

of speaker recognition technology is forensics . Speaker diarization , also known as
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’ who spoke when ’ , attempts to extract speaking turns of the different participants

from a spoken document , and is an extension of the ’ classical’ speaker recognition

techniques applied to recordings with multiple speakers . In forensics and speaker

diarization , the speakers can be considered non cooperative as they do not specifically

wish to be recognized . Textindependent recognition is the much more challenging of

the two tasks . In general , any variation between two recordings of the same speaker is

known as session variability . In addition , we give emphasisto the recent techniques

that have presented a paradigm shift from the traditional vector based speaker models

to so called supervector models . Section 6 is then devoted tothe current supervector

classifiers and their session compensation . In Section 7 we discuss the evaluation

of speaker recognition performance and give pointers to software packages as well .

We have presented an overview of the classical and new methods of automatic text

independent speaker recognition .
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Attachment 4: Precision and recall of extractive summa-

rization

testdoc1

humanSummaryWords : (43) [GMM, NIST-1999, SRE, Technical,VQ, affect,

align, approach, base, be, condition, corpus, distribution, experiment, feature, graph,

indicate, match, matching, method, mismatch, mixture, model, neighborhood, paper,

performance, present, quantization, recognition, reference, represent, rotation, scaling,

scheme, score, shape, speaker, system, test, training, translation, use, vector]

extractedSummaryWords: (63) [Ax, CMS, accuracy, align, approach, b, b., base,

be, centroid, challenge, change, channel, compensate, compute, condition, datum,

degrade, distortion, express, extraction, feature, graph, have, include, introduce, invari-

ance, match, matching, matrix, mismatch, model, neighborhood, noisy, normalization,

obtain, operating, pairing, paper, parameter, present, problem, propose, recognition,

reference, retain, rotation, scaling, scheme, score, speaker, study, tackle, test, text,

tool, transformation, translation, use, variability, vary, vector, y]

misses : 18 out of 43 human summary words not found in extractive summary

falsePositives : 38 out of 63 extractive summary words not found in human summary

———————-

precision : 25/63 = 0.3968254 = 39.68254%

recall : 25/43 = 0.5813953 = 58.139534%

testdoc2

humanSummaryWords : (58) [%, FFT, MFCC, MFCCs, NIST, SNR, SRE, accuracy,

author, baseline, be, coefficient, compare, compute, consider, corpus, corruption,

datum, db, eer, effect, enhancement, estimation, experiment, factory, feature,

front-end, give, have, hold, improve, include, indicate, introduce, investigate, level,

mel-frequency, method, modeling, noise, performance, prediction, preprocessing,

promise, propose, recognition, representation, show, speaker, spectrum, speech,

substitute, subtraction, success, system, use, variant, verification]

extractedSummaryWords: (99) [Additive, CMVN, FFT, Features, Fig, Fourier, GSM,

LP, Linear, MFCC, MFCCs, Noise, Prediction, RASTA, Research, SWLP, Speaker,
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Tackling, Temporally, VQ, Verification, WLP, Weighted, adapt, analysis, approach, b,

base, be, carry, channel, classifier, coefficient, compare,compute, concentrate, decade,

differ, e.g., effect, end, estimation, extraction, feature, filter, frequency, guarantee,

handset, have, hold, implement, increase, introduce, investigation, involve, landline,

mean, mel, method, mixture, modeling, modification, noise,normalization, normalize,

ofWLP, polynomial, prediction, problem, promise, quantization, recognition, result,

robustness, root, show, solve, speaker, spectrum, speech,stability, stabilize, study,

substitute, success, system, tackle, test, training, transform, use, utilize, variability,

variance, variant, vector, verification, warping, work]

misses : 29 out of 58 human summary words not found in extractive summary

falsePositives : 70 out of 99 extractive summary words not found in human summary

———————-

precision : 29/99 = 0.2929293 = 29.292929%

recall : 29/58 = 0.5 = 50.0%

testdoc3

humanSummaryWords : (36) [??, Carlo, Hamming, Monte, NIST,approximation,

be, bias, coefficient, compare, computation, context, demonstrate, error, estimate,

estimator, formula, have, include, match, mean, mel-frequency, peak, perform,

periodogram, process, propose, show, speaker, square, state, task, use, variance,

verification, window]

extractedSummaryWords: (65) [1960, Application, Bogert,Cepstra, Estimation,

Fourier, Frequency, Hamming, Healy, MFCC, Multitaper, NIST, SRE, Speaker, Tukey,

Verification, Warped, , application, apply, attention, base, be, bias, cause, cepstrum,

coefficient, context, demonstrate, effectiveness, error,estimate, estimation, estimator,

extraction, frequency, gain, hamming, have, indicate, introduce, know, l, logarithm,

match, mel, mfcc, peak, perform, periodogram, phoneme, process, result, robustness,

speaker, spectrum, speech, suffer, transform, transformation, variance, verification,

warp, window, windowMFCCin]

misses : 16 out of 36 human summary words not found in extractive summary

falsePositives : 45 out of 65 extractive summary words not found in human summary

———————-
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precision : 20/65 = 0.30769232 = 30.769232%

recall : 20/36 = 0.5555556 = 55.555557%

testdoc4

humanSummaryWords : (42) [Speaker, address, area, be, concern, conclude, decade,

development, direction, discuss, discussion, elaborate,emphasis, evaluation, explo-

ration, extraction, feature, fundamental, give, have, method, methodology, modeling,

open, overview, paper, progress, provide, recognition, represent, robustness, session,

speaker, start, study, supervector, system, technique, technology, trend, variability,

vector]

extractedSummaryWords: (66) [Speaker, Textindependent,accent, addition, ap-

plication, apply, attempt, base, be, call, choice, classifier, compensation, consider,

cooperative, devote, diarization, difference, discuss, do, document, emphasis, eval-

uation, extension, extract, forensic, give, have, include, intonation, know, manner,

method, model, overview, package, paradigm, participant,pattern, performance,

pointer, present, pronounciation, recognition, recognize, recording, rhythm, section,

session, shift, software, speak, speaker, speaking, style, supervector, task, technique,

technology, text, turn, use, variability, variation, vector, wish]

misses : 25 out of 42 human summary words not found in extractive summary

falsePositives : 49 out of 66 extractive summary words not found in human summary

———————-

precision : 17/66 = 0.25757575 = 25.757576%

recall : 17/42 = 0.4047619 = 40.476192%
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